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🎯 নির্ভর করা ➯ Back on (upon) /depend on (upon) / rely on (upon) / hang on 

(upon) / hinge on (upon) / lean on (upon) / count on (upon) / ride on / trust 

on Ex: Can I back on your help?  
🎯 নিখে রাো ➯ Mark down / take down / note down / write down / get down 

/ put down  

Ex: Write down your name.  
🎯 ঘুখর বেড়াখিা ➯ Get about (around) / fool about (around) / work about 

(around) / map about (around) / move about (around) / fake about (around) 
/ piss about (around) / mil about (around) / mooch about (around) / moon 

about (around) / fiddle about (around) / kick about (around)  
🎯 নেতরণ করা ➯ Give away / dote out / hand out / give out / distribute  

🎯 পড়া /পখড় বেো ➯ Go through / run through / read through / read up / 
read over / pore over  

🎯 যািোহি বেখক িানিখে বেওো ➯ Get down / set down / let off / put off  

🎯 চিখত পারা ➯ Go without / do without / live without / give away / part 

with  

🎯 নেনিন্ন করা ➯ Switch off / turn off / shut off / turn out / put out  

🎯 সংখযাগ করা ➯ Switch on / turn on / put on  

🎯 োনড় বেরা ➯ Get back / go back / return home  

🎯 বকাি নকছু চানিখে যাওো ➯ GO on / keep on / get on / run on / carry on ➯ 

continue doing something  

🎯 গানড় চাপা পরা ➯ Run over / gun down / knock down  

🎯 র্নেষ্যখতর জিয সঞ্চে করা ➯ Lay aside / put aside / put by / lay by / set aside 

/ take away / stock up  

🎯 বোোঁজ িওো ➯ Look up / look around / find out / look for / run down  

🎯 চাওো ➯ Hanker after / year for / long for  

🎯 যত্ন বিওো ➯ Look after / take care off / attend to  
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🎯 চখি যাওো ➯ Get out / get away / shove off / sad off / bigger up  

🎯 পনরক্ষা বেওো ➯ Appear at / sit for  

🎯 সিেভণ করা ➯ Stick by / stick up for / stand by / hand up for / declare for  

🎯 োনহখর যাওো ➯ Go out / get out / step out  

🎯 অখপক্ষা করা ➯ Wait on / wait for / watch for  

🎯 ক্লান্ত করা ➯ wear out / fire out  

🎯 প্রতযাহার করা ➯ Call off / put off / hold off / hold over 

🎯 অপচে করা / অিসর্াখে কাটাখিা ➯ Dream away / waste away / go off / throw 

away / while away / idle away  

🎯 সািখি অগ্রসর হওো ➯ Go up / Look up  

🎯 বিখগ োকা ➯ Stand to / stick to / adhere to / keep at  

🎯 অিুসরি করা ➯ make after / run after / go after ➯ ( follow )  
🎯 প্রনতখযাগীতা করা ➯ Stand for / contest for  

🎯 নেপখক্ষ যাওো ➯ Go against / stand against / turn against  

🎯 প্রকাশ পাওো / হওো ➯ Go out / Come out / full from 

 

 

 

Act  
🎯 Act for / stand for ➯ (পখক্ষ কাজ করা ) ➯ Rahim will act for the principal.  
🎯 Act on / upon / tell on (upon) / bring on / bring about ➯ (প্রর্াে বেিা) ➯ 
Hard work tells on health .  
🎯 Act under / Act up to / Act upon / carry out / go by / abide by ➯ (বিখি 
চিা) ➯ I will act up to your orders .  
🎯 Act against / go against / set against / stand against / set back ➯ (নেপখক্ষ 
কাজ করা) ➯ The officer acted against the interest of the company .  
🎯 Act from / Act out of ➯ (বকাখিা উখেখশয কাজ করা) ➯ I shall act from a 
scene of benefit .  
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Ask  
🎯 Ask for / call for / cry for / pay for ➯ (চাওো / োনে করা) ➯ I asked for a 
loan of Tk 5000 .  
Bear  
🎯 Bear away / bear off / carry off ➯ (জেিার্ করা) ➯ I bore away my prizes  
🎯 Bear with / put with / bear up against ➯ (সহয করা) ➯ I can not bear 
such a insult .  
Burst  
🎯 Burst out laughing ➯ (হানসখত বেখট পড়া) ➯ He burst of laughing .  
🎯 Burst into crying ➯ (কান্নাে বর্খে পড়া) ➯ He burst into crying / tears .  
Break  
🎯 break out ➯ (ছনড়খে পড়া) ➯ Cholera has broken out throughout the 
country  
🎯 break into ➯ (বজারপূেভক প্রখেশ করা) ➯ They broke into the house .  
🎯 Break down ➯ (বর্খে পড়া ) ➯ Rina broke down to hear her father’s death  
🎯 Break down / go down / come down / cast down / fall off ➯ (কিা) ➯ 
The prize of rice has come down .  
Blow 
🎯 Blow away (remove) ➯ (সনরখে নিখে যাওো) ➯ The wind has blown away the 

dry leaves.  
🎯 Blow down (throw down) ➯ (বর্খে বেিা) ➯ The house was blown down by 

the storm.  
🎯 Blow out (extinguish/put out) ➯ (েুোঁ নেখে নির্াখিা) ➯ She blew out the lamp 

and went to bed.  
🎯 Blow up (explode) ➯ (নেখফানরত হওো) ➯ The freedom fighter blew up the 

bridge by a dynamite.  
🎯 Blow over (stop) ➯ (বেখি যাওো) ➯ The storm will soon blow over.  
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Call  

🎯 Call in / send for ➯ (ডাক্তার বডখক পাঠাখিা) ➯ Call in a doctor .  
🎯 call on ➯ (েযনক্তর সাখে বেো করা ) ➯ I shall call on the MP of our locality.  
🎯 Call at ➯ (েযনক্তর সাখে বকাি জােগাে বেো করা) ➯ I called on him at his office .  
🎯 Call off / put off / hold over / stand over ➯ ( প্রতযাহার করা ) ➯ They called 

of their hartal .  
Carry  

🎯 Carry on / go on / keep on / pass on / work on / keep off / Drive on ➯ 

(চানিখে যাওো) ➯ Go on your work .  
Cast  

🎯 Cast of / cast away / cast aside / through off ➯ (ছুোঁখড় বেিা) ➯ She cast her 

clothes away .  
Catch  

🎯 Catch sight of / come across / catch up with / come up with / come at / 
fall in with / run against ➯ (বেো পাওো) ➯ I caught sight of her at the play .  
🎯 Catch up ➯ (সািখির কাখরা কাখছ বপৌঁছখত সেি হওো) ➯ succeed in reaching a 

person who is ahead of one.  
Come  

🎯 Come of ➯ ( জন্মগ্রহণ করা ) ➯ I came of a rich family .  
🎯 Come from ➯ (বেখশর োনড়) ➯ I come from India .  
🎯 Come over ➯ (িাধ্যখি আসা) ➯ The news came over the radio .  
🎯 Come off ➯ (সম্পন্ন হখওা) ➯ Our marriage ceremony came off this Monday .  
🎯 Come on / set in ➯ (শুরু হওো) ➯ The rain has came on .  
🎯 Come by ➯ (পাওো) ➯ I came by the watch in the garden .  
🎯 Come out / get out / fall out ➯ (প্রকানশত হওো) ➯ The SSC result has came 

out .  
🎯 Come on / hurry up ➯ ( তাড়াতানড় করা ) ➯ Come on ! Everyone is waiting 

for you. 
🎯 Come round (recover)  ➯ (আখরাগযিার্ করা) The patient will come round 

soon.  
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Do  

🎯 Do on // put on / take on ➯ (পনরধ্াি করা) ➯ do on your shirt .  
🎯 Do off / put off / take off / draff / pull off ➯ (বোখি বেিা) ➯ Do off your 

shoes .  
Draw  

🎯 Draw away / drive away / turn out / draw at ➯ (অিযনেখক নিখে যাওো) ➯ 
The army are now drawing away .  
Give 

🎯 Give into ➯  (অখিযর অপছখে সম্মনত হওো) ➯ Agree to something you don't 

like  

🎯 Give in ➯ (েশযতা স্বীকার করা) ➯ Yield ➯ The enemies gave in at last.  
Hand  

🎯 Hand on / pass on ➯ (হস্তান্তর করা) ➯ Hand on the book to your father .  
Look  

🎯 Look for / search for ➯ (বোোঁজ করা) ➯ I am looking for a job .  
🎯 Look into / look over / look through ➯ (তেন্ত করা) ➯ The police are 

looking into the matter .  
🎯 Look down upon (hate/despise) ➯ (ঘৃণা করা) ➯ Do not look down upon the 

poor .  
🎯 Look out / watch out ➯ (সােধ্াি) ➯ Look out ! There’s a bus coming.  
🎯 Look in / call in ➯ (সংনক্ষপ্ত ভ্রিণ) ➯ I will look in how you are .  
🎯 Look up ➯ (a word in the dictionary) ➯ (অনর্ধ্াখি শব্দ বোজা/গর্ীর ধ্যাখি নকছু 
বোোঁজ করা) ➯ Look up the word in the dictionary .  
🎯 Look after ➯ take care of ➯ (বেোখশািা করা) ➯ Mother looked after her 

child.  
Make  

🎯 Make out / see through / watch on ➯ (েুঝখত পারা) ➯ I cannot make out 

what they say .  
🎯 Make up one’s mind ➯ (িিনির করা) ➯ I have made up my mind to go there.  
🎯 Make of ➯ (েস্তুর প্রস্তুতকৃত উপাোি েুঝাখিা) ➯ This table is made of iron .  
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🎯 Make from ➯ (নক উপাোখি েস্তুনট ততনর তা েুঝখত িা পারখি েযেহৃত হে) ➯ Paper is 

made from wood and bamboo .  
🎯 Make after / run after / go after ➯ (নপছু নপছু ধ্ানেত হওো) ➯ The police 

made after the thief . 
Put 

🎯  Put by ➯ (সঞ্চে করা) ➯ Put by something for your old age. 

🎯  Put down (বিো) ➯ Put down your name on the blackboard. 

🎯  Put off ➯ (িুক্ত হওো) ➯ Put off your shoes. 

🎯  Put on ➯ (পনরধ্াি করা) ➯ Put on your dress. 

🎯  Put on ➯ (র্াি করা) ➯ He puts on an air of innocence. 

Run 

🎯  Run away ➯  (পিােি করা) ➯ He boys ran away on seeing the police. 

🎯  Run into ➯ (জনড়ত হওো) ➯ He ran into heavy debts. 

🎯  Run on ➯  (চনিখত োকা) ➯ The troubles will run on for few days. 

🎯  Run over ➯ (গানড় চাপা পড়া) ➯ The old old man was run over by a car. 

 See 

🎯  See off ➯  (নেোে জািাখত যাওো) ➯ I went to the station to see my friend off. 

🎯  See through ➯  (েুনঝো বেিা) ➯ I have seen through his plan. 

 Send 

🎯  Send for ➯ (ডানকো পাঠাখিা) ➯ Please send for a doctor. 

🎯  Send up ➯  (প্রনতখযানগতার জিয পাঠাখিা) ➯ Fifty candidates have been sent up 

for examination. 
Set 

🎯  Set aside ➯ (অগ্রাহয করা) ➯ Let us set aside all formalities. 

🎯  Set by ➯ (সঞ্চে করা) ➯ Set by something for old age. 

🎯  Set in ➯ (শুরু করা) ➯ The rains have set in. 

🎯  Set up ➯ (প্রনতষ্ঠা করা) ➯ The villagers have set up a school in the village. 

 Take 

🎯  Take after ➯ (সেৃশ হওো) ➯ She takes after her mother. 

🎯  Take by ➯ (ধ্রা) ➯ He took the man by his neck 
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🎯  Take for ➯ (গিয করা) ➯ I took him for a saint. 

🎯  Take to ➯ (আসক্ত হওো) ➯ He has taken to drinking in his youth. 

Work 

🎯  Work on ➯ (কাজ চানিখে যাওো) ➯ He worked on throughout the night. 

🎯  Work out ➯ (সিাধ্াি করা) ➯ He could not work out the sum. 

🎯  Work at ➯  (সযখত্ন বকাি নকছুখত নিযুক্ত োকা) ➯ He is working at the statue. 

 

🎯 Act against ➯ (নেরুখে কাজ করা) ➯ Some leaders acted against the interest 

of the party.  
🎯 Act as ➯ (নহখসখে কাজ করা) ➯ He acted as my clerk.  
🎯 Act for ➯ (পখক্ষ কাজ করা) ➯ He was angry with me as I did not act for him.  
          ➯ (পখক্ষ কাজ করা) ➯ He acted for me while I was abroad.  
🎯 Act for[sth/sb] ➯ (কাখরা ো বকাি নকছুর জিয কাজ করা) ➯ We should act for 

the justice of the country.  
🎯 Act on ➯ (অিুসাখর কাজ করা) ➯ We acted on his suggestion.  
             ➯ (পািি করা) ➯ Did you act on your teacher’s advice?  
             ➯ (বকাি নকছু অিুসাখর কাজ করা) ➯ You must act on my direction.  
🎯 Act up ➯ (নেগখড় যাওো) ➯ The kids started acting up.The motor car acted 

up suddenly.  
🎯 Act up to ➯ (অিুসাখর কাজ করা) ➯ He always acts up to my advice.  
                ➯ (আশািুরূপ কাজ করা) ➯ He tries to act up to my advice.  
🎯 Act upon ➯ (ক্ষনত করা অখেভ) ➯ Smoking acts upon one’s health.  
                ➯ (বকাি নকছু অিুসাখর কাজ করা) ➯ The Secretary General acted 

upon the suggestion of the Chairman.  
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                ➯ (বকাি নকছুর উপর নির্ভর কখর কাজ করা) ➯ Acting upon the news, 
I went there. Such hard work will act upon your health.  
🎯 Ask after ➯ (বোোঁজ বিওো) ➯ She asked after my health.  
🎯 Ask for ➯ (চাওো) ➯ He asked for a loan of one thousand rupees.  

🎯 Be made of ➯ (compose of, ততনর হওো) ➯ The toy is made of plastic.  
🎯 Be taken aback ➯ (অোক হওো) ➯ I was taken aback at his remark.  
🎯 Bear away off ➯ (জে করা অখেভ) ➯We expect that Bangladesh will bear 

away (or,off) the world cup cricket in future.  
🎯 Bear down ➯ (েিি করা) ➯ Governmentshould bear down traitorous 

activities with iron hands. 
🎯 Bear in mind ➯ (িখি রাো) ➯ Never bear in mind sorrow 
🎯 Bear off ➯ (প্রনতখযানগতাে জেিার্ করা) ➯ My nephew bore off the first prize 

in athletic competition.  
              ➯ (জে কখর বিওো) Hridoy bore off two medals.  
🎯 Bear on ➯ (relate to,সম্পনকভত হওো) ➯ His remark does not bear on this 

subject.  
              ➯ (সম্পকভ / সম্বন্ধযুক্ত হওো) ➯ His remark bore on that subject.  
🎯 Bear out ➯ (সিেভি করা) ➯ Your evidence does not bear out our 

involvement in this work. 
                    ➯ (সিেভি করা) ➯ My statement bears out the fact.  
               ➯ (support, সিেভি করা) ➯ His evidence does not bear out the 

charge.  
               ➯ (সিেভি করা) ➯ Mr. Atique's report bears out the charge.  
🎯 Bear testy to Because of ➯ (কারণ) ➯  
🎯 Bear up ➯ (অটি োকা) ➯  They can bear up at any situation.  
                   ➯ (sustain,অটি রাো) ➯ His patience bore him up in that crisis.  
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                   ➯ (sustain,িখির বজার েজাে রাো) ➯ His patience bore him up in 

that crisis.  
🎯 Bear with ➯ (সহয করা) ➯ It is tough to bear with such insulting behavior.  
                 ➯ (tolerate, সহয করা) ➯ I cannot bear with such insult.  
                 ➯ (সহয করা) ➯ I cannot bear with such conduct.  
                 ➯ (সহয করা) I will not bear with such insult.  
🎯 Blow away ➯ (উনড়খে বিওো) ➯ The west wind is asked to blow away the 

dead leaves by the poet Shelley.  
               ➯ (উনড়খে বিওো) ➯ The house has been blown away by bomb.  
               ➯ (উনড়খে নিখে যাওো) ➯ The tree has been blown away by the 

storm.  
🎯 Blow off ➯ (নিগভত করা) ➯ As the bus blew off black smoke, a case was filed 

against it.  
               ➯ (নিগভত করা) ➯ The engine blows off carbon di-oxide.  
🎯 Blow out ➯ (extinguish, বির্াখিা) ➯ The wind blew out the lamp.  
                ➯ (েুোঁ নেখে বির্াখিা) ➯ As soon as electricity had been available, 
he blew out the candle.  
                ➯ (নিনর্খে বেিা) ➯ The child blew out the candle.  
                ➯ (নিনর্খে বেওো) ➯ The light has been blown out by the strong 

wind.  
🎯 Blow over ➯ (বেখি যাওো) ➯ The west wind will not blow over.  
🎯 Blow up ➯ (নেখফারণ ঘটা) ➯ A series of bombs were blown up.  
               ➯ (নেধ্বস্ত করা/হওো) ➯ The building blew up.  
               ➯ (নেখফানরত হখিা) ➯ The engine blew up.  
               ➯ (উনড়খে বেওো) The Tista bridge was blown up by the enemies.  
🎯 Break away ➯ (পািাখিা) ➯ The convict broke away from the jail.  
                   ➯ (বর্খে বের হখিা) ➯ The thief broke away from the jail.  
                   ➯ (বর্খে বের হওো) ➯ The convict broke away from the jail.  
🎯 Break down ➯ (বর্খে পড়া) ➯ The mud house broke down in rain.  
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                   ➯ (বর্খে যাওো) ➯ The health of the mother broke down due to 

tension about her drug addict son.  
                   ➯ (বর্খে পড়ি) ➯ His health broke down through over-work.  
                   ➯ (বর্খে পড়া) ➯ His health has broken down because of hard 

work. 
🎯 Break in ➯ (বজারপূেভক ব াকি) ➯ The robbers broke in at dead of night.  
               ➯ (বজারপূেভক প্রখেশ করা) ➯ One should not break in other's 

conversation.  
🎯 Break in, on ➯ (interrupt, োোঁধ্া বেওো) ➯ You should not break in/on our 

conversation.  
🎯 Break into ➯ (প্রখেশ করা) ➯ A group of robbers broke into their house and 

took away many valuable ornaments.  
                  ➯ (enter by force, বর্খে প্রখেশ করা) ➯ The robber broke into the 

house in midnight.  
                  ➯ (বর্খে  ুকি) ➯ Last night a thief broke into (বর্খে  ুকি) my 

house.  
                  ➯ (বর্খে প্রখেশ করা) ➯ A gang of dacoits broke into our house 

last night.  
🎯 Break off ➯ (োিা) ➯ The old man broke off after narrating the story.  
                          ➯ (stop suddenly,হঠাৎ বেখি যাওো) ➯ The speaker broke 

off in the middle of his speech.  
                          ➯ (হঠাৎ বেখি বগখিা) ➯ The speaker broke off in the 

middle of his speech.  
🎯 Break out ➯ (প্রােুর্ভাে ঘটা) ➯ Diarrhea broke out in the flood affected area.  
                 ➯ (প্রােুর্ভাে ঘটা) ➯ Aids has broken out in most of the western 

countries.  
                 ➯ (প্রােুর্ভাে ঘখটখছ) ➯ Small-pox broken out in the town.  
                 ➯ (বর্খে পািাখিা) ➯ The thief broke out of the prison.  
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                 ➯ (নেসৃ্তত হওো) ➯ The second world war broke out in 

september, 1939.  
🎯 Break through ➯ (get through by force, বজার কখর ব াকা) ➯ The soldier 

broke through the enemy’s line.  
                             ➯ (বজার কখর ব াকা) ➯ The robbers broke through the main 

gate.  
🎯 Break up ➯ (close, ছুনট হওো) ➯ Our school breaks up at 4 pm.  
                ➯ (ছুনট হওো) ➯ Their school breaks up at 4.00 p.m.  
                ➯ (র্ে হখিা) ➯ The meeting broke up at 5 p.m.  
                   ➯ (বশষ্ হওো) ➯ Our school breaks up at 4 pm.  
🎯 Break with ➯ (সম্পকভ নছন্ন করা) ➯ I broke with him.  
                  ➯ (quarrel, ঝগড়া করা) ➯ He has broken with his friend.  
                  ➯ (সম্পকভ বছে করা) ➯ He has broken with me.  
🎯 Bring about ➯ (cause to happen,ঘটাখিা) ➯ He tried to bring about a 

quarrel between them.  
                    ➯ (ঘটাখিা) ➯ Command failure has brought about this 

revolt.  
                    ➯ (ঘটাি হখেনছি) ➯ His ruin was brought about by his own 

folly.  
                    ➯ (ঘটাখিা) ➯ This folly may bring about his downfall.  
🎯 Bring back ➯ (বেরত আিা) ➯ I must bring it back tomorrow.  
🎯 Bring down ➯ (পরানজত করা) ➯ He brought him down.  
                   ➯ (রূ্পানতত করা) ➯ All the trees are brought down. 
                         ➯ (reduce, োি কিাখিা) ➯ The good harvest (েসি বতািার ঋতু) 
brought down the price of rice.  
                   ➯ (হ্রাস করখে, কিাখে) ➯ This will bring down the prices of 

things.  
🎯 Bring forth ➯ (জন্ম বেওো/উৎপােি করা) ➯ She brought forth a son.The 

timely rain brings forth good crops.  
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                  ➯ (উৎপন্ন করা) ➯ The timely pain brings forth good crops.  
🎯 Bring forward ➯ (সিে এনগখে আিা) ➯ The meeting has been brought 

forward from 10 may to 3 may.  
🎯 Bring in ➯ (সূচিা/প্রেতভি করা) ➯ We had to bring in a new system.  
               ➯ (ধ্ার বেওো) ➯ His propety brings him in TK. 5,000 a year.  
               ➯ (প্রচিি) ➯ His business brings in good income.  
🎯 Bring off ➯ (উোর করা) ➯ The army has been deployed to bring off 

wounded people from cyclone affected area.  
               ➯ (উোর করা) ➯ The goalie brought off a superb save.  
              ➯ (rescue, রক্ষা করা) ➯ He brought off the passengers on the 

wrecked ship. 
🎯 Bring on ➯ (বপ্ররণা) ➯ The speech of the teachers brought on the students 

to be attentive.  
🎯 Bring out ➯ (প্রকাশ) ➯ He has brought out a new edition of the book.  
                ➯ (প্রকাশ করা) ➯ A new book named How to Learn Practical 

Spoken English has been brought out by the author of this book.  
                ➯ (প্রকাশ করা) ➯ My fault was brought out.  
🎯 Bring round,to ➯ (সখচতি করা) ➯ We soon brought her round.  
🎯 Bring through ➯ (cure,আখরাগয করা) ➯ The new medicine has brought the 

patient through.  
🎯 Bring to ➯ (জ্ঞাি নেনরখে আিা) ➯ The patient was brought to.  
🎯 Bring to book ➯ (শানস্ত বেওো)  
🎯 Bring under ➯ (েশ িািাখিা) ➯ The wild horse was brought under.  
                    ➯ (নিেন্ত্রখণ আিা) ➯ They were trying to bring under 

misguided BDR soldiers.  
🎯 Bring up ➯ (িািি পািি করা) ➯ He was brought up by his foster mother.  
               ➯ (rear, িািি পািি করা) ➯ He was brought up by his aunt.  
               ➯ (িানিত পানিত করা) ➯ The child has been brought up by his 

aunt.  
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               ➯ (িািি পািি করা) ➯ He was brought up by my maternal uncle.  
🎯 Burn the candle ➯ (বেনহসানে েরচ করা)  
🎯 Burst ➯  (ধ্বংস) 
🎯 Burst in on ➯ (হঠাৎ োোঁধ্া প্রোি করা) ➯ He burst in on the meeting.  
🎯 Burst in,into ➯ (হঠাৎ বগািিাি কখর প্রখেশ করা) ➯ He Burst in my room. 
🎯 Burst into ➯ (express emotion, হঠাৎ আখেগ প্রকাশ করা) ➯ She burst into 

tears at the sight of her son’s misery.  
                 ➯ (কান্না/হানসখত বেখট পড়া) ➯ She burst into laughter.  
🎯 Burst out ➯ (begin suddenly,োনটখে পড়া) ➯ He burst out weeping like a 

child.  
                ➯ (হঠাৎ শুরু করা) Habib burst out laughing.  

🎯 Call at ➯ (বকাি কারখণ বেো করা) ➯ I’ll call at your office.  
             ➯ (বকাি িাখি বেো করা) ➯ He called me at my office.  
             ➯ (visit a place) ➯ I shall call at your house tomorrow.  
             ➯ (নগখে বেো করা)  
             ➯ (বকাি িাখি নগখে বেো করা) ➯ You will call at my office soon.  
🎯 Call away ➯ (অিযনেখক িি আকষ্ভণ করা) ➯ She was called away from the 

meeting to an urgent phone call.  
🎯 Call for ➯ (োনে করা) ➯ The situation calls for prompt action.  
              ➯ (আেশযক হওো) ➯ The situation calls for immediate measure.  
              ➯ (demanded, চাইিাি) ➯ I called for his explanation.  
              ➯ (চাওো) ➯ The situation calls for drastic action.  
🎯 Call in ➯ (কাউখক বডখক আিা বোঝাখত) ➯ Please, call in a doctor.  
             ➯ (ডাকা) ➯ Mr. Jakir went out to call in a doctor as his son was 

seriously sick.  
             ➯ (বডখক আিা) ➯ Please call in a doctor.  
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             ➯ (বডখক আিা) ➯ Call in a doctor. We told him to call in a doctor.  
🎯 Call names ➯ (গানি বেওো)  
🎯 Call off ➯ (প্রতযাহার করা) ➯ The meeting has been called off.  
              ➯ (প্রতযাহার করা) ➯ The strike was called off.  
              ➯ (withdraw, উঠাইো িওো) ➯ The strike was called off.  
              ➯ (প্রতযাহার করা) ➯ The opposition called off the strike.  
🎯 Call on ➯ (কাখরা সাখে বেো করা) ➯ The Indian High Commissioner called 

on the Prime Minister yesterday.  
              ➯ (visit a person, বেো করা) ➯ I shall call on you tomorrow.  
              ➯ (বেো করা) ➯ He called on me yesterday.  
🎯 Call on/upon ➯ (meet, বেো করা) ➯ He called on/upon me in my office.  
🎯 Call out ➯ (চীৎকার করা) ➯ The police was called out to tackle riots.  
               ➯ (বডখক পাঠাখিা) ➯ The child began to call out for help.  
🎯 Call over ➯ (read out, হানজরা োতাে িাি ডাকা) ➯ The teacher called over the 

names of his pupils in the class.  
🎯 Call to mind ➯ (িখি রাো)  
🎯 Call to the bar ➯ (োোঁধ্া সৃনি) 
🎯 Call up ➯ (স্মরণ করা) ➯ I know his name but cannot call up now.  
             ➯ (remember, স্মরণ করা) ➯ I can’t call up your name.  
🎯 Call Up ➯ (remember, স্মরণ করা) ➯ I cannot call up his name.  
🎯 Call up ➯ (স্মরণ করা) ➯ I called up his address on the computer.  
🎯 Call Upon ➯ (visit) ➯ I shall call upon him tomorrow.  
🎯 Call upon somebody ➯ (কাউখক আহ্বাি করা) ➯ The President called upon 

the Secretary to present the report.  
🎯 Came across ➯ (পখের িাখঝ সাক্ষাত)  
🎯 Carry about ➯ (সখে িওো) ➯ Laila Apa carried about some dollars with 

her before leaving our country for the U.S.A.  
🎯 Carry away ➯ (আত্মহারা করাি) ➯ She was carried away with delight.  
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                   ➯ (cause death to, িৃতুয ঘটাখিা) ➯ The boy was carried away 

by the current.  
                   ➯ (কাউখক নিখে চখি যাওো) ➯ The wiunded man was carried 

away to the hospital.  
                   ➯ (remove, িািান্তনরত করা) ➯ The wounded man was carried 

away to the hospital.  
                   ➯ (প্রর্ানেত করা) ➯ He was carried away by his enthusiasm.  
🎯 Carry off ➯ (caused death to, িৃতুয ঘটাখিা) ➯ Cholera has carried off one 

hundred people this year in the village.  
               ➯ (জে করা) ➯ He carried off most of the prizes.  
               ➯ (win, নজনতখে িওো) ➯ He carried of the most coveted prize.  
               ➯ (নেজেী হওো) ➯ He carried off all the prizes.  
🎯 Carry on ➯ (continue, চানিখে যাওো) ➯ He will carry on the business.  
🎯 Carry On ➯ (continue, চািাখিা) ➯ I shall carry on the work in your 

absence.  
🎯 Carry on ➯ (চানিখে যাওো) ➯ He carried on until he was interrupted.  
               ➯ (চানিখে যাওো) ➯ We must carry on till the end.  
               ➯ (চানিখে যাওো) ➯ My younger brother carries on my business in 

my absence.  
🎯 Carry out ➯ (পািি করা) ➯ The soldier carried out the Commander’s 

command to the point.  
                     ➯ (িািয করা) ➯ You must carry out my order.  
🎯 Carry Out ➯ (execute পািি করা) ➯ I shall carry out your orders.  
🎯 Carry out ➯ (obey, িািয করা) ➯ You must carry out my order.  
                      ➯ (পািি করা) ➯ None will carry out your orders.  
🎯 Carry over ➯ (take forward, নহখসে েুখঝ নিখে যাওো) ➯ This amount should 

be carried over to the next page.                     
🎯 Carry through ➯ (bring success, েিপ্রসূ) ➯ His hard labor will carry him 

through.  
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                       ➯ (েিপ্রসূ হওো) ➯ His hard labour will carry him 

through.  
                       ➯ (সেির্াখে সম্পাোি করা) ➯ It’s a difficult job but she’s 

the person to carry it through.  
                       ➯ (নেপে উঠখত সাহাযয করা) ➯ His honesty will carry him 

through adversities. 
🎯 Carry with ➯ (cause to agree, সম্মত করা) ➯ He carried the audience with 

him.  
🎯 Cast about ➯ (move about, বকাি নকছুর সন্ধাখি বঘারা) ➯ He is casting about 

for an opportunity.  
🎯 Cast about/around[+for sth] ➯ (বোোঁজা) ➯ He is casting about for an 

opportunity. She cast around/about desperately (িনরোর্াখে) for a safe topic of 

conversation.  
🎯 Cast aside ➯ (throw off, জুনড়খে বেিা) ➯ He cast aside, cast away, or cast 

off his old shoes.  
                 ➯ (ছুোঁখড় বেিা) ➯ He cast aside the waste on the road.  
🎯 Cast aside/away/off ➯ (পনরতযাগ করা) ➯ Nothing was cast 

aside/away/off.  
                              ➯ (নিেক্ষপ করা) ➯ He cast aside/away/off his old 

shoes. 

🎯 Cast off ➯ (ছুোঁখড় বেিা) ➯ Trees have cast off their leaves.  
🎯 Cast out ➯ (পনরতযাগ) ➯ As she is my friend, I shall not cast her out.  
               ➯ (reject, পনরতযাযাগ করা) ➯ As he is my friend, I shall not cast 

him out.  
🎯 Catch at ➯ (take the opportunity, সুখযাগ গ্রহণ করা) ➯ A drowning man 

catches at a straw.  
               ➯ (take the opportunity, সুখযাগ গ্রহণ করা) ➯ A drowning man 

catches at a straw.  
🎯 Catch on ➯ (জিনপ্রে হওো) ➯ Kamal has really caught on.  
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🎯 Catch sight of ➯ (হঠাৎ বেো)  
🎯 Catch up ➯ (come up with, িাগাি ধ্রা) ➯ India is trying to catch up with 

the advanced countries. ➯ (come up with, িাগাি ধ্রা) ➯ India is trying to 

catch up with the advanced countries.  
🎯 Catch up with ➯ (িাগাি ধ্রা) ➯ Bangladesh is trying to catch up with the 

improved countries. 

🎯 Clear away ➯ (অপ্রখোজিীে বকািনকছু সনরখে বেিখত েুঝাখি) ➯ Clear away every 

dirty thing from your room.  

🎯 Clear off ➯ (পািাখিা) ➯  He cleared off when he heard the police siren.  

🎯 Clear out ➯ (বকািনকছু োনি কখর পনরষ্কার করা) ➯  The sweepers cleared out 

the safety tank of the toilet.  

🎯 Clear up ➯ (আেহাওো পনরষ্কার োকা েুঝাখত) ➯  If the weather cleared up, I 

would go to Dhaka.  

                     ➯ (পনরষ্কার করা) ➯  It’s time to clear up your room.  

🎯 Come about ➯ (happen, ঘটা) ➯  How did the accident come about?  

                            ➯ (happen, ঘটা) ➯  How did it come about?  

                            ➯ (ঘটা) ➯  The killing came about for dowry.  

                            ➯ (ঘটা) ➯  How did the accident come about.  

🎯 Come across ➯ (meet, বেেখত পাওো) ➯  I came across the lame man on the 

way.  

                           ➯ (meet,হঠাৎ বেো) ➯  I came across a gentleman on the 

way.  

                           ➯ (হঠাৎ বেেখত পাওো) ➯  I came across Mr. Emon in the 

street near ICMAB.  

🎯 Come after ➯ (নপছখি তাড়া করা) ➯  Locals came after the snatcher and 

caught him.  

                          ➯ (তানড়খে বিওো) ➯  We came after the thief.  

🎯 Come along ➯ (একাকী আসা) ➯  I am glad you came along.  

🎯 Come at ➯ (আক্রিখির জিয কাখরা নেখক আসা) ➯  He came at me with a knife.  

                     ➯ (come up within the reach of, িাগাি পাওো) ➯  The fox tried to 

come at the grapes but failed.  
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🎯 Come away ➯ (বোখি যাওো) ➯  The handle of the axe came away several 

times while he was chopping wood.  

                          ➯ (বোখি যাওো) ➯  How did the handle of the umbrella come 

away?  

🎯 Come by ➯ (get, পাওো) ➯  How did you come by this picture?  

                      ➯ (get, পাওো) ➯  How did you come by this watch?  

                      ➯ (get,পাওো) ➯  How did you come by this picture.  

                      ➯ (হঠাৎ পাওো) ➯  He came by a ring of gold near his house.  

                    ➯ (পাওো) ➯  Fortunately he came by a good job.  

🎯 Come down ➯ (আকনিক পতি) ➯  The roof of the hall came down on the 

floor and killed many people.  

                      ➯ (decrease, কিা) ➯ The price of rice may come down 

tomorrow.  

                        ➯ (decrease, কনিখে যাওো) ➯  The price of rice has come down.  

                        ➯ (কখি বগখছ) ➯  The rent of house has come down now. 

🎯 Come forward ➯ (এনগখে আসা) ➯ He came forward seeing me in danger.  
                      ➯ (হানজর হওো) ➯ He came forward with secret 

information.  
🎯 Come found ➯ (আখরাগয িার্)  
🎯 Come from ➯ (বকাি িাি বেখক আসা) ➯ He came from Japan.  
🎯 Come in light ➯ (প্রকাশ পাওো)  
🎯 Come into fashion ➯ (প্রচনিত হওো)  
🎯 Come of ➯ (is descended from, জন্মগ্রহণ করা) ➯ He comes of a good family.  
               ➯ (জন্মগ্রহণ করা) ➯ He comes of a respectable family.  
               ➯ (to be born, জন্মগ্রহণ করা) ➯ He comes of a respectable family.  
               ➯ (উদু্ভত হওো , জন্মগ্রহণ করা) ➯ He comes of a noble family.  
🎯 Come of/from ➯ (নকছুর েি স্বরূপ ঘটা) ➯ I made not a few enquiries, but 

nothing came of it in the end.  
🎯 Come off ➯ (অিুনষ্ঠত হওো) ➯ Our annual sports will come off tomorrow.  
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                ➯ (সেি হওো) ➯ I wanted to surprise him but the plan didn’t 

come off.  
                ➯ (take place, সম্পিভ হওো) ➯ Our annual Sports came off 

yesterday.  
                ➯ (takes place) ➯ The ceremony comes off tomorrow.  
                ➯ (অিুনষ্ঠত হওো) ➯ The second anniversary celebration of our 

college will come off on December 15.  
🎯 Come on ➯ (শুরু হওো) ➯ As soon as the launch started its journey, a 

violent storm came on.  
               ➯ (দ্রুত চিা) ➯ Come on! We don't have much time.  
🎯 Come out ➯ (be known, প্রকানশত হওো) ➯ The result will come out soon.  
                ➯ (প্রকানশত হওো) ➯ Their result will come out very soon.  
                ➯ (প্রকানশত হওো) ➯ The result will come out soon.  
                ➯ (revealed, প্রকাশ বপি) ➯ The secret came out.  
                ➯ (জািাজানি হওো) ➯ We don’t know how the confidential 

information came out.  
               ➯ (প্রকানশত হওো) ➯ His new book will come out next week.  
🎯 Come over ➯ (েূরেতভী বকাি িাি বেখক আসা) ➯ They will come over here for 

enjoying holidays.  
                 ➯ (িখি আসা) ➯ A change came over us after the incident.  
🎯 Come round ➯ ( recovered, আখরাগয িার্ করা) ➯ He came round very soon. 
                    ➯ (আখরাগয িার্ করা) ➯ The patient came round after a long 

treatment.  
                    ➯ (recover, আখরাগয) ➯ The patient will come round soon.  
                    ➯ (recover,heal,আখরাগয হওো) ➯ The patient will come round 

soon.  
                    ➯ (সুি হওো) ➯ The patient will come round soon. 
🎯 Come to ➯ (বকাি নসোন্ত ো নিিাংশাে আসা) ➯ We want to come to a decision 

today.  
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               ➯ (amount to, পনরণত হওো) ➯ His income comes to Tk. 100/- a 

month.  
               ➯ (পনরিাখি বিাট হওো) ➯ His income comes to Tk. 100/- a month.  
               ➯ (উপিীত হওো) ➯ We could not have come to a conclusion over 

the issue.  
🎯 Come to light ➯ (প্রকানশত হওো) Come to ➯ We have not yet come to any 

conclusion.  
🎯 Come true ➯ (সখতয পনরণত হওো)  
🎯 Come up to ➯ (be equal to, সিাি হওো) ➯ His word did not come up to 

our expectation  

                         ➯ (is not equal to) ➯ Your essay does not come up to my 

expectation.  
                ➯ (সিাি হওো) ➯ The result did not come up to his expectation.  
🎯 Come up with ➯ (reached, িাগাি বপিাি) ➯ I gave the chase and soon 

came up with the thief.  
🎯 Come upon ➯ (হঠাৎ বেো) ➯ As Tom neared the school, he came upon 

Huck.  
🎯 Cry but ➯ (Shout, নচৎকার করা) ➯ He cried out for help.  
🎯 Cry down ➯ (decry, নিো করা) ➯ Do not cry down anything without 

considering the prose and cons of it.  
🎯 Cry for ➯ (demand, োনে করা) ➯ They are crying for a master plan for the 

provention of flood.  
            ➯ (demand, োনে করা) ➯ The cry for jobs.  
🎯 Cry out ➯ (shout, নচৎকার করা) ➯  ‘Help!’ she cried out.  
🎯 Cry out for ➯ (েুেই প্রখোজি হওো) ➯ Now, the school cries out for good 

teachers.  
🎯 Cry to ➯ (begged, নকছু পাওোর জিয কাোঁো) ➯ The beggars cried to the 

Zamindar for food.  
🎯 Cry up ➯ (extols, োনড়খে েিা) ➯ A trader cries up his own goods.  
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🎯 Crying need ➯ (অনত প্রখোজি)  
🎯 Cut down ➯ (োি কিাখিা) ➯ Try to cut down your budget.  
                 ➯ (বকখট বেিা) ➯ The caretaker of the garden cuts down 

unnecessary twigs of the plants regularly.  
                 ➯ (বকখট িািাখিা/রূ্পানতত করা) ➯ The tree has been cut down.  
                 ➯ (কিাখিা) ➯ Businessmen are to cut down their expenses 

during recession.  
                 ➯ (হতযা করা) ➯ He was cut down by an assassin’s (হতযাকারীর) 
bullet.  
                 ➯ (reduce, কিাখিা) ➯ Try to cut down your budget. 
                  ➯ (কাটা , হ্রাস করা) ➯  He but down the tree. Try to cut down your 

expense.  
🎯 Cut in ➯ (অংশগ্রহণ করা) ➯  He was there but did not cut in the discussion.  
🎯 Cut into ➯ (টুকরা টুকরা কখর র্াগ করা) ➯  Mrs Mujammel cut the mango 

into pieces and served us.  
🎯 Cut off ➯ (বকখট বেিা) ➯  Della cut off her hair and sold it to buy a gift for 

her spouse.  
             ➯ (died) ➯  He was cut off at an early age.  
             ➯ (dislocate, নেনিন্ন করা) ➯ The robbers cut off the telephone 

connection.  
             ➯ (separated, আিাো/সরাখিা) ➯  He lives in a foreign country, cut 

off from his kith and kin.  
             ➯ (নেনিন্ন /পৃেক করা) ➯  He was cut off from the whole world.  
             ➯ (নেনিন্ন) ➯  Many people were cut off from their houses during 

our liberation war. 
                 ➯ (নেনিন্ন করা , িারা যাওো) ➯  His name has been cut off.  
🎯 Cut out ➯ (omit, োে বেওো) ➯  The writer wanted to cut out coffee from 

the next month. ➯ (উপযুক্ত , পরাি করা) ➯ Only Atiq is cut out for this job.  
🎯 Cut short ➯ (অকাি িৃতুয)  
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🎯 Cut up ➯ (িিভাহত) ➯  He was badly cut up by our comment.  
             ➯ (টুকখরা টুকখরা কখর কাটা) ➯  Cut up the fleshes.  
             ➯ (টুকরা টুকরা করা) ➯  His wife's death cut him up terribly.  

🎯 Daggers drawn ➯ (শত্রুতা)  
🎯 Day by day ➯ (নেখির পর নেি)  
🎯 Day dreams ➯ (নেোস্বপ্ন)  
🎯 Deal in ➯ (carry on business, েযেসা করা) ➯  He deals in rice.  
🎯 Deal with ➯ (behave, েযেহার করা) ➯ He deals with me very well.  
🎯 Desire to ➯ (ইিা)  
🎯 Devoted to ➯ (র্ক্ত)  
🎯 Die away ➯ (নেিুপ্ত হওো) ➯ The sound of their laughter died away.  
🎯 Die by ➯ (েূঘভটিাে িরা) ➯ They died by an accident.  
            ➯ (নেষ্ পাখি িরা) ➯  She died by (taking) poison.  
🎯 Die down ➯ (ধ্ীখর ধ্ীখর প্রশনিত হওো) ➯  The flames finally died down.  
🎯 Die for ➯ (বেখশর জিয িারা যাওো) ➯  We are ready to die for the country. 
🎯 Die from ➯ (বকাি কাযভ কারখণ িারা যাওো) ➯ She died from overeating/ hard 

work/ rigorous work.  
🎯 Die of ➯ (বরাখগ িারা যাওো) ➯ He died of an unknown disease.  
🎯 Die off ➯ (এখক এখক িারা যাওো) ➯ Cattle died off in the village.  
🎯 Die out ➯ (নেিুপ্ত) ➯ Some social values are dying out.  
🎯 Dilly dally ➯ (গনড়িনস)  
🎯 Do away with ➯ (abolish, বিাপ করা) ➯ He thinks it’s time we did away 

with the monarchy.  
                      ➯ (abolish, েন্ধ করা) ➯ We should do away with our bad 

habits.  
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                      ➯ (abolished, উনঠখে নেখেখছ) ➯ They have done away with 

that rule.  
                      ➯ (োনতি করা) ➯ Dowry system should be done away with 

for greater welfare.  
🎯 Do down ➯ (criticize unfairly, নিো করা) ➯ He enjoys doing others down.  
🎯 Do for ➯ (ধ্বংস হখে যাওো) ➯ He is done for his misdeed.  
            ➯ (destroy, ধ্বংস করা) ➯ Without that contract, we are done for.  
            ➯ (কাজ করা) ➯ Their maid servant has been doing for them for five 

years.  
            ➯ (save as) ➯ This plank will do for a table.  
            ➯ (serve the purpose of, কাখজ িাখগ) ➯ This cloth will do for a flag.  
            ➯ (serve the purpose of, কাখজ িাগা) ➯ This cloth will do for a flag.  
🎯 Do in ➯ (ক্লান্ত হওো) ➯ I was done in after working 15 hours at a stretch.  
🎯 Do into ➯ (অিুোে করা) ➯ Can you do the letter into English?  
🎯 Do off ➯ (বোখি বেিা) ➯ Do your shirt off and take rest.  
🎯 Do on ➯ (পনরধ্াি করা) ➯ Do on your shirt and leave this house.  
🎯 Do out ➯ (sweep, ঝাট বেওো, clear up, পনরষ্কার করা) ➯ I did my room out.  
🎯 Do something up ➯ (বকাি নকছু বিরািত করা) ➯ They did their house up.  
🎯 Do up ➯ (বগাছগাছ করা) ➯ She had to do up many rooms everyday.  
            ➯ (put into order, গুছাখিা) He had to do up many rooms everyday.  
            ➯ (আটখক রাো) ➯ The shirt does up at the back. I am quite done up 

with the journey.  
🎯 Do with ➯ (েযেহার) ➯ A politician has to do with all shorts of people.  
🎯 Do without ➯ (কি নকছু ছাড়াই চিা) ➯ We cannot do even a day without 

water.  
                   ➯ (deal with,েযেহার করা) He has to do with all sorts of people.  
                   ➯ (manage without, বকাি নকছু েযাতীত চিা) ➯ I cannot do 

without books.  
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                   ➯ (manage without, বকাি নকছু ছাড়া চািাখিা) ➯ I cannot do 

without the lamp of my assistant. 
                         ➯ (বকাি নকছু ছাড়া চিা) ➯ I can do without your assistance.  
🎯 Down ➯ (completely to the ground)  
🎯 Draw away ➯ (অিযনেখক নেরাখিা) ➯ The sound of shooting drew away our 

attention from our work.  
                   ➯ (সনরখে বিওো) ➯ His attention was drawn away by the 

noise.  
                   ➯ (divert, অিযনেখক সরাইো িওো) ➯ His attention was drawn 

away by the noise.  
                   ➯ (অিযনেখক সনরখে িওো) ➯ My attention was drawn away by 

the noise.  
🎯 Draw back ➯ (সনরো যাওো) ➯ You cannot draw back from your promise 

pushing us in danger.  
                  ➯ (retreat, নপছাইো আসা) ➯ The army is now drawing back.  
🎯 Draw for ➯ (র্াগয নিধ্ভারখণর জিয িটানর করা) ➯ Let’s draw for the first turn.  
🎯 Draw in ➯ (সংকুনচত করা) ➯ The days draw in during the winter season.  
               ➯ (reduce, সংকুনচত করা) ➯ Try to draw in you expenditure.  
🎯 Draw off ➯ (নপছু হটা) ➯ The Pakistani troops drew off seeing the freedom 

fighters with arms.  
🎯 Draw on ➯ (approach, কাছাকানছ) ➯ The festival is drawing on.  
               ➯ (নিকটতর হওো) ➯ As our examination was drawing on, we left 

many social works and concentrated on study.  
🎯 Draw out ➯ (ক্রিশ েড় হওো) ➯ The days began to draw out as summer 

began.  
                ➯ (বটখি েড় করা) ➯ I do not want to draw out my speech and 

bring your resentment.  
🎯 Draw to ➯ (আকৃি হওো) ➯ We drew to our President due to his strong 

personality.  
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🎯 Drop away ➯ (সখর পরা) ➯ During my misery many of my friends dropped 

away.  
🎯 Drop in ➯ (অল্পক্ষখণর জিয বেো করা) ➯ Why do you not drop in.  
🎯 Drop off ➯ (সংেযাে ো পনরিাখি কখি যাওো) ➯ His companions dropped off 

one by one.  
🎯 Drop out ➯ (সু্কি ো কখিজ বেখক ঝখর পরা) ➯ She started an engineering 

degree but dropped out after only a year.  
🎯 Drop through ➯ (পণ্ড হওো) ➯ The scheme has dropped through.  
🎯 Due to ➯ (বকাি নকছুর কারখণ)  
🎯 Dwell on/upon ➯ (নচন্তা করা) ➯ There is no need to dwell on/upon it. 

  
🎯 Ended in smoke ➯ (েযেভতাে পনরণত হওো)  
🎯 Epoch making ➯ (যুগান্তকারী পেখক্ষপ)  
🎯 Evening star ➯ (আধ্াোঁর ঘখরর িানিক)  

🎯 Fade away ➯ (অেৃশয হওো) ➯ The color faded away soon.  
🎯 Fall away ➯ (সখর পরা) ➯ A good friend does not fall away keeping his 

friend in danger.  
                ➯ (সখর পরা) ➯ He fell away when I was in trouble.  
🎯 Fall back ➯ (নপছু হটা) ➯ If oil supplies run out, man may have to fall back 

on the horse.  
                ➯ (draw back, নপছু হটা) ➯ The enemy fell back as our troops 
advanced  

🎯 Fall back upon ➯ (নেকল্প পন্থা অেিম্বি করা) ➯ Having lost the job, he fell 

back upon agriculture.  
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🎯 Fall behind ➯ (lag, নপখছ পড়া) ➯ He fell behind me in the race.  
🎯 Fall flat ➯ (নিষ্ফি হওো)  
🎯 Fall from ➯ (োনহর হওো) ➯ Not a word fell from his lips.  
🎯 Fall from the clouds ➯ (আকাশ বেখক পড়া)  
🎯 Fall ill ➯ (অসুি হখওা)  
🎯 Fall in ➯ (ধ্বখস পড়া) ➯ The roof of the hall fell in and a large number of 

students was killed.  
            ➯ (ধ্বখস পড়া) ➯ The roof of the house fell in.  
            ➯ (সানরেে হওো) ➯ Inspite of my requests the childred did not fall 

in.  
🎯 Fall in with ➯ (একনিত হওো) ➯ We fell in with his suggestion.  
                   ➯ (met by chance) ➯ I fell in with him on my way to 

Bombay.  
                   ➯ (হঠাৎ সাক্ষাৎ পাওো) ➯ I fell in with one of my school friends 

in the coach.  
                    ➯ (সম্মত হওো) ➯ The opposition failed to fall in with the 

ruling party's philosophy.  
🎯 Fall into ➯ (নের্ক্ত হওো) ➯ My talks falls naturally into three parts.  
🎯 Fall off ➯ (কি হওো) ➯ The sale proceeds of ABC Company fell off due to 

world recession.  
             ➯ (হ্রাস পাওো) ➯ The number of audience fell off.  
             ➯ (হ্রাস পাওো) ➯ The quality of Dhaka muslin has much fallen off.  
             ➯ (েখস পড়া) ➯ Trees have fallen off their leaves.  
🎯 Fall on ➯ (attack, আক্রিণ করা) ➯ The robbers fall on the passer-by.  
             ➯ (attacked) ➯ He fell on me without any reason.  
             ➯ (আক্রিণ করা) ➯ The army fell on innocent people and killed 

them indiscriminately.  

                   ➯ (আক্রিি করা) ➯ The robbers fall on the passers-by.  
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🎯 Fall out ➯ (িাইি তযাগ কখর সখর যাওো) ➯ Hridoy, fall out and sing national 

anthem.  

                     ➯ (নেোে করা) Don’t fall out with your friend.  

🎯 Fall through ➯ (েযেভ হওো) ➯ The plan of the terrorists fell through.  

                             ➯ (fail, েযেভ হওো)  ➯ All his plans fell through.  

                             ➯ (নিফি) ➯ All his plans fell through.  

                             ➯ (নিষ্ফি হওো) ➯ All my plans have fallen through for want 

of money.  

🎯 Fall to ➯ (সাগ্রখহ শুরু করা) ➯ The starving man fell to eating.  

🎯 Fall upon ➯ (fall on, আক্রিণ করা) ➯ The tiger fell upon the tiger.  

                        ➯ (ঘটিাচখক্র এখস পড়া) ➯ The blame fell upon me though I did 

not know anything about the matter.  

🎯 Far and near ➯ (কাছাকানছ)  
🎯 Far and wide ➯ (সেভি)  
🎯 Far cry ➯ (নচৎকার করা)  
🎯 Fill in ➯ (পূরণ করা) ➯ Fill in the gaps.  

🎯 Fill up ➯ (র্রাট করা) ➯ The well filled up with rubbish.  

🎯 Find fault with ➯ (অখিযর বোষ্ ধ্রা)  
🎯 Find out ➯ (detect, বোোঁজা) ➯ He is always busy to find out my faults.  

🎯 Fish out of water ➯ (অস্বনস্তকর)  
🎯 Fit to complete ➯ (পূণভ করা)  
🎯 Fix on ➯ (োনছখে বেওো) ➯ Have you fixed on a date for the meeting.  

🎯 Fix up ➯ (organize, েযেিা করা) ➯ We fixed up the marriage.  

🎯 Flesh and blood ➯ (রক্তিাংখসখর বেহ)  
🎯 Fly high ➯ (উড্ডেি)  
🎯 For instance ➯ (উোহরণ স্বরূপ)  
🎯 For ought ➯ (জিয)  
🎯 For the interest of ➯ (স্বাখেভ)  
🎯 For the time being ➯ (সিখের পনরখপ্রনক্ষখত)  

🎯 Free from ➯ (িুক্ত)  
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🎯 French leave ➯ (নেিা অিুিনতখত প্রিাি)  
🎯 Fresh blood ➯ (িতুি সর্য)  
🎯 From hand to mouth ➯ (নেখি আিা নেখি োওো)  
🎯 From head to foot ➯ (আপােস্তক)  
🎯 From time to time ➯ (প্রনত িুহুতভ)  

🎯 Get about ➯ (গুজে ছড়া) ➯ The news of their clandestine marriage soon 

got about.

                            ➯ (অসুি েযনক্ত আেে িা োকা) ➯ The boy is getting about 

again after his sickness.  
                     ➯ (প্রচানরত হওো) ➯ The news got about everywhere.  
                     ➯ (ঘুখর বেড়াখিা) ➯ In winter vacation we went to village and 

got about a lot.  
🎯 Get after ➯ (অিুসরণ করা) ➯ Never get after a liar.  
🎯 Get along ➯ (কাজ চানিখে যাওো) ➯ We will be able to get along without 

their support.  
                 ➯ (চিা) ➯ None can get along without money.  
🎯 Get at ➯ (িাগাি পাওো) ➯ As the fox did not get at the grapes, it treated 

the same sour.  
            ➯ (reach, বপৌঁছাখিা) ➯ The books are locked up and I cannot get at 

them.  
🎯 Get at somebody ➯ (ঘুষ্ বেওো) ➯ In most third world countries it is easy 

to get at public officials.  
🎯 Get away ➯ (escape, পিােি করা) ➯ The convict got away from the jail.  
                ➯ (escaped) ➯ The prisoner got away from the jail.  
                ➯ (পািাখিা) ➯ The thief got away with valuables.  
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                ➯ (পানিখে যাওো) ➯ The convict managed to get away from the 

jail.  
🎯 Get back ➯ (ক্ষিতাে নেখর যাওো) ➯ The opposition party is trying to get 

back.  
                ➯ (নেখর পাওো) ➯ If you give him the book, you will not get it 

back.  
🎯 Get by ➯ (pass, পাশ নেখে যাওো) ➯ Please let me get by.  
            ➯ (জীনেকা) When kanon become ill, her colleagues had to get by 

without her.  
🎯 Get down ➯ (descend, অেতরি করা) ➯ He got down from the train.  
                 ➯ (িিখযাগ) ➯ Please, get down to work.  
🎯 Get in ➯ (বপৌঁছাখিা) ➯ The bus got in late.  
            ➯ (বপৌঁছাখিা) ➯ Mr. Ataul Karim got in for his home constituency.  
            ➯ (to win an election) ➯ BNP stands a good chance of getting in.  
            ➯ (উপনিত হওো) ➯ The train has already got in.  
🎯 Get into ➯ (put on, পনরধ্াি করা) ➯ I cannot get into these shoes, they are 

too small.   
               ➯ (নেপখে পরা) When rivers flood their banks, the calcium gets 

into the soil.  
🎯 Get into a temper ➯ (চখট যাওো) ➯ Herring his criticism, the leader got 

into a temper.  
🎯 Get into trouble ➯ (নেপখে পরা) ➯ We got into serious trouble there. 
🎯 Get off ➯ (escape, পিােি করা) ➯ The thief got off safely.  
             ➯ (রওিা করা) ➯  We got off at midnight.  
🎯 Get off ➯ (বকাি যািোহখি যাতাোত করা) ➯   He got off the car.  

🎯 Get on ➯ (উন্নত) ➯  How are you getting on with your study?  
            ➯ (proceed, অগ্রসর হওো) ➯ How are you getting on with your 

studies? He is getting on very well at school.  
             ➯ (proceed, অগ্রসর) ➯  How are you getting on with your studies?  
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            ➯ (চিা) ➯ None wants to get on with a suspicious man.  
🎯 Get out ➯ (come out, প্রকানশত) ➯ If this gets out, there will be trouble.  
              ➯ (Come out, প্রকানশত হওো) ➯ The secret got out at last.  
              ➯ (go out,োনহখর যাওো Get out the class.  
              ➯ (জিাাজানি হওো) ➯  We do not know how the confidential 

information got out.  
              ➯ (বের হওো) ➯  Get out of, the room.  
🎯 Get out [of some place] ➯ (বকাি িাি তযাগ করা) ➯  Get out of the class.  
🎯 Get out of ➯ (বকাি কাজ এনড়খে যাওো) ➯  We promised we’d help him. Now 

we don’t want to but! We can’t get out of it (the promise)  
🎯 Get over ➯ (overcame অনতক্রি করা) ➯  He got over the difficulties.  
               ➯ (overcome, েখস আিা) ➯  He will soon get over the difficulties.  
               ➯ (overcome, অনতক্রি করা) ➯  He will soon got over the 

difficulties.  
               ➯ (recover from [illness, distress, mental weakness] ) He is just 

getting over a bad heart attack. 
🎯 Get rid of ➯ (িুনক্ত পাওো)  
🎯 Get sb through ➯ (পাস করাি) ➯  She got all her students through the 

exam.  
🎯 Get sth out ➯ (produce, publish, প্রকাশ করা) ➯ Will you get the book out 

by the end of the year.  
🎯 Get sth through ➯ (পাস করাখিা) ➯ They got the bill through parliament.  
🎯 Get the better of ➯ (আখগর বেখক র্াখিা)  
🎯 Get the sack ➯ (েরোস্ত করা)  
🎯 Get through ➯ (বোখি িাইি পাওো) ➯  I tried to ring him up but I didn’t 

get through.  
                    ➯ (পাস করা) ➯  He got through the examination all right.  
                    ➯ (finish successfully, সিাধ্া করা) ➯ He got through the 

examination.  
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                     ➯ (বসখর উঠা) He got through the examination. 
🎯 Get together ➯ (বকাি আখিাচিার জিয একনিত হওো) ➯  Most of our 

university friends got together at T.S.C. after many years.  
🎯 Get up ➯ (rise from bed) ➯ I get up at seven o’clock every morning.  
             ➯ (rise, শযযা তযাগ করা) ➯ He get up at 5 am every day.  
             ➯ (ওঠা) ➯ I get up at 5 am everyday.  
🎯 Get-up ➯ (অেসজ্জা) ➯  The get-up of this book has been fantastic.  
🎯 Give away ➯ (donate, োি করা) ➯ The president gave away all the 

blankets to the poor.  
                ➯ (make over, নেতরণ) ➯  The president gave away the prizes.  
                ➯ (োি করা) ➯  He has given away his all in charity. 
                ➯ (সিপভি করা) ➯ The chief guest have away the prizes.  
🎯 Give back ➯ (return, বেরত বেওো) ➯ You must give back the book to 

me./You must give me back the book.  
🎯 Give bent to ➯ (প্রকাশ করা)  
🎯 Give in ➯ (yield, হার িািা) ➯  At last the opponent gave in.  
             ➯ (yield, েশযতা স্বীকার করা) ➯ The enemies gave in at last.  
             ➯ (বিখি বিওো) ➯  In spite of my request he did not give in.  
🎯 Give off ➯ (emits, ছড়াে) ➯  The flower gives off a sweet smell.  
              ➯ (send out, নিিঃসৃত করা) ➯  The cooking coal gives off a lot of 

smoke.  
              ➯ (বেো) ➯ Rose gives off a sweet smell.  
🎯 Give oneself up to sb ➯ (আত্মসিপভি করা) ➯ He gave himself up to the 

police.  
🎯 Give out ➯ (বঘাষ্ণা করা) ➯ The students who will get through the 

admission test , their names will be given out.  
               ➯ (েুনরখে যাওো) ➯  After a month their food gave out.  
               ➯ (make over, নেদ্রুপ করা) ➯  He will give over charge tomorrow.  
🎯 Give over ➯ (অপভি/হস্তান্তিরত করা) ➯ He will give over charge tomorrow.  
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               ➯ (make over, হস্তান্তিরত করা) ➯  He will give over charge 

tomorrow.  
               ➯ (stop, বশষ্ হওো) ➯ The rain will soon give over.  
               ➯ (Stop, েন্ধ হওো) ➯  The rain will soon give over.  
🎯 Give over to ➯ (হস্তান্তর করা) ➯  He have over the charge to me.  
🎯 Give up ➯ (বকাি কাজ েন্ধ করা) ➯ You ought to give up smoking.  
              ➯ (abandon, পনরতযাগ করা) ➯  Try to give up your bad habit.  
              ➯ (পনরতযাগ করা) ➯  Why did you give him up. Never give up hope.  
              ➯ (বছখড় বেওো) ➯  Give up this bad habit. 
              ➯ (অর্যাস তযাগ করা) ➯ He has given up smoking.

🎯 Go a long way ➯ (অখিকেূর অনতক্রি)  
🎯 Go about ➯ (move about, ঘুখর He goes about canvassing বেড়াখিা) ➯ his 

goods.  
                ➯ (ঘুখর বেড়াখিা) ➯ Saumik goes about not at all, he is always 

busy with his study.  
                ➯ (ঘুখর বেড়াখিা) ➯ I am going about my business.  
🎯 Go after ➯ (followed) ➯ The dog went after the hare.  
               ➯ (ধ্রার জিয নপছু ছুটা ) ➯ Police went after the robber.  
               ➯ (অিুসরণ করা) ➯ I went after her. He went after the burglar.  
🎯 Go against ➯ (oppose, নেরুখে যাওো) ➯ If you try to go against me, you 

will perish.  
                  ➯ (oppose, নেরুখে যাওো) ➯ This goes against the interest of 

the people.  
🎯 Go along ➯ (বিখি বিওো) ➯ As you go along, you will find the job 

interesting.  
🎯 Go around ➯ (চক্রাকাখর ঘুরা) ➯ The earth goes round the sun.  
🎯 Go astray ➯ (নেপখে যাওো)  
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🎯 Go away ➯ (তযাগ করা) ➯ Please go away ; I can’t work unless I am alone.  
               ➯ (leave the place, প্রিাি করা) ➯ He has gone away with all his 

belongings.  
              ➯ (চখি যাওো) ➯ He has good away only for a few days.  
🎯 Go back on ➯ (never fails to do what he has said he will do) .  
                   ➯ (with draw, হনঠখে আসা) ➯ He won’t go back on his word.  
🎯 Go back on/upon ➯ (বেিাপ করা) ➯ When you make a promise, you must 

not go back on it.  
🎯 Go beyond ➯ (exceed, অনতক্রি করা) ➯ You have gone beyond your limit.  
                  ➯ (exceed, সীিািা ছানড়খে যাওো) ➯ You have gone beyond your 

limit.  
🎯 Go by ➯ (abide by,অিুসাখর চিা) ➯ If you want to benefit yourself, you have 

to go by rules.  
           ➯ (act according to, অিুসাখর চিা) ➯ I have to go by rules.  
           ➯ (পনরনচত হওো) ➯ He goes by Tamal here.  
           ➯ (pass, অনতোনহত হওো) ➯ Times after times go by but my 

grandmother doesn’t come back.  
           ➯ (পনরনচত হওো) ➯ Things will get easier as time goes by. He goes by 

a false name here.  
🎯 Go down ➯ (fall, কখি যাওো) ➯ Oil is going down in price.  
               ➯ (গিানেখে যাওো) ➯ This food won’t go down.  
               ➯ (set, অস্ত যাওো) ➯ When the sun goes down, it disappears 

below the horizon.
➯ (sink, ডুখে যাওো) ➯  If a ship goes down, it disappears below 

the water.  
               ➯ (িি হওো) ➯ He went down with a bump.  
🎯 Go for ➯ (পছে করা) ➯  She sent for him with a knife. S he has good for 

some milk.  
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🎯 Go forth ➯ (be issued,োনহর হওো) ➯  The order went forth for the public 

yesterday.  
🎯 Go hand in hand ➯ (একখি)  
🎯 Go in a body ➯ (একখযাখগ)  
🎯 Go in for ➯ (sit for, প্রনতখযানগতা করা) ➯  He is going in for the BCS 

Examination.  
               ➯ (বকাি উখেখশয প্রনতখযানগতা করা) ➯  He is going in for Cambridge 

first Certificate.  
🎯 Go off ➯ (explode, নেখফানরত হওো) ➯ The bomb went off abruptly.  
            ➯ (leave a place, প্রিাি করা) ➯  She went off to have a drink.  
            ➯ (passed, সম্পন্ন হওো) ➯  The party went off well.  
            ➯ (নেখফানরত হওো) ➯  As all the grenades went off simultaneously, 
many people became injured.  
            ➯ (প্রিাি করা) The bomb went off in a crowded street. She went off 

to get a drink.  
🎯 Go on ➯ (continue, চানিখে যাওো) ➯  Go on with your studies.  
            ➯ (continue, চানিখে যাওো) ➯  Go on with your work.  
            ➯ (চিখত োকা) ➯  If you go on like this, we will withdraw ourselves.  
            ➯ (চিা) ➯  Admission is going on here.  
            ➯ (চানিখে যাওো ) ➯  Go on with your studies.  
🎯 Go out ➯ (be extinguished, নিখর্ যাওো) ➯ The candle itself went out.  
🎯 Go over ➯ (check or examine, পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ Go over your work before you 

hand it in.  
              ➯ (examine, পরীক্ষা করা) ➯  Please go over the accounts.  
🎯 Go over to ➯ (to move from one place to another/to change from one side, 
opinion etc. to another) ➯  Many Bangladeshi people went over to India 

during the war of liberation.  
🎯 Go sky high ➯ (আকাশচুম্বী)  
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🎯 Go through ➯ (endure, সহয করা) ➯  The man has been going through 

much hardship recently.  
                   ➯ (examined fully) ➯  I have gone through the book.  
                   ➯ (peruse, পড়া) ➯  He has gone through the book.  
                   ➯ (পাঠ করা) ➯  I must go through the accounts.
🎯 Go under ➯ (বেওনিো হওো) ➯  Their company went under due to 

managerial incompetence.  
               ➯ (ডুখে যাওো) ➯ The ship went under water due to excess 

passengers.  
🎯 Go up ➯ (েৃনে পাওো) ➯  In summer season temperature goes up in 

Bangladesh.  
            ➯ (rise, িূিয েৃনে পাওো) ➯ The price of rice is going up.  
            ➯ (েৃনে বপখেখছ) ➯  The cost of living has gone up.  
🎯 Go with ➯ (accompany, সেী হওো) ➯  Don’t you want to go with me?  
              ➯ (agree with) ➯  I go with you in this matter  

                      ➯ (agree, একিত হওো) ➯  I’ll never go with you in this matter.  
🎯 Go without ➯ (বকাি নকছু ছাড়া চিা) ➯ How long can a human being go 

without food.  
🎯 Go without saying ➯ (িা েিখিও চখি) ➯  It goes without saying that he is 

a good man.  
🎯 Going through ➯ (পাঠ করা)  
🎯 Golden age ➯ (বসািািী যুগ)  
🎯 Golden mean ➯ (উচু েখরর)  
🎯 Golden opportunity ➯ (সুেণভ সুখযাগ)  
🎯 Good at ➯ (েক্ষ)  
🎯 Good for nothing ➯ (বকাি কাখজর িে)  
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🎯 Hale and hearty ➯ (সুি সেি)  
🎯 Hand [sth] out [to sb] ➯ (distribute, নেতরণ করা) ➯  Could you please 

hand out these books to the students.  
🎯 Hand around/round ➯ (প্রখতযখকর িাখঝ বেওো) ➯  Please, hand round tea.  
🎯 Hand back ➯ (return, বেরত বেওো) ➯  Please, lend me some money and 

I’ll hand it back tomorrow.  
🎯 Hand down ➯ (উত্তরানধ্কার বরখে যাওো) ➯  We should not bargain away the 

traditions and values handed down to us by our forefathers.  
🎯 Hand down[tr] ➯ (pass down, েংশ পরম্পরাে চখি আসা) ➯  Traditions have 

been handed down to us.  
🎯 Hand in ➯ (জিা বেওো) ➯  He has handed in his resignation.  
🎯 Hand over ➯ (ক্ষিতা হস্তান্তর করা) ➯ Father handed over the property to the 

son.  
                 ➯ (deliver, হাখত কখর বিওো) ➯  Hand over the thief to the 

people.  
                 ➯ (হস্তান্তর করা) ➯  The terrorist has been handed over to police 

men.  
                 ➯ (সিপভণ করা) ➯ We handed over the snatcher.  
🎯 Hang about ➯ (উখেশযহীির্াখে ঘুরাখেরা করা) ➯  Why are you hanging about 

here?
                          ➯ (loiter near, বকাি িাখির নিকট ঘুখর বেড়াখিা) ➯ Why do you 

hang about the examination hall?  
🎯 Hang about/around ➯ (remain near, ঘুরঘুর করা) The kids always hang 

about in the streets.  
                             ➯ (অখপক্ষা করা) ➯ Why do you hang about my 

house? I can not hang about here.  
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🎯 Hang back ➯ (ইতস্তত করা) ➯ Mr. Kamrul hung back to disclose the 

information.  
                  ➯ (ইতস্তত করা) ➯ I was sure she knew the answer but for some 

reasons she hung back.  
                 ➯ (পশ্চােপে হওো) ➯ I can not hang back when others are 

advancing.  
🎯 Hang down ➯ (নিচু করা) ➯ The student hung down with shame.  
🎯 Hang for ➯ (put to death by hanging, োোঁনস বেওো) ➯ He was hanged for 

murder.  
🎯 Hang on ➯ (বিখগ োকা) ➯ If you want to acquire a professional degree, 
you have to hang on study.  
               ➯ (নির্ভর করা) ➯ Nobody should hang on others.  
               ➯ (কাখরা ওপর নির্ভর করা , অখপক্ষা করা) ➯ Would you hang on a 

minute?  
🎯 Hang on [in spoken] ➯ (wait, অখপক্ষা করা) ➯ Hang on– I’m not quite 

ready.  
🎯 Hang on to ➯ (শক্ত কখর ধ্রা) ➯ Hang on to that rope and don’t let go.  
🎯 Hang on/hold on a minute ➯ (ঝুখি োকা) 
🎯 Hang out ➯ (প্রেশভিীর জিয ঝুনিখে রাো) ➯ The flags of the two countries 

were hung out.  
                ➯ (োস করা) ➯ I don’t know where he is hanging out now.  
                ➯ (টাোখিা) ➯ Hang out the banner.  
🎯 Hang up ➯ (বোখির িাইি বছখড় বেওো) ➯ It is discourtesy to hang up 

telephone before completing conversation.  
               ➯ (suspend, ঝুিাও) ➯ Hang up this picture in my study.  
               ➯ (ঝুিাখিা) ➯ The Headmaster ordered him to hang up the notice 

on the notice-board.  
🎯 Hang upon ➯ (listened attentively to) ➯ The crowd hung upon the 

speaker’s words.  
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🎯 Hard and fast ➯ (োোঁধ্া বেওো)  
🎯 Hard times ➯ (েুিঃসিে)  
🎯 Hard up ➯ (অর্ােগ্রস্ত)  
🎯 Head or tail ➯ (িাোিুণ্ড)  
🎯 Heart and soul ➯ (প্রাণপখণ)  
🎯 High and low ➯ (বছাট েড় সোই)  
🎯 High hand ➯ (কখঠার হখস্ত) 
🎯 High time ➯ (উপযুক্ত সিে)  
🎯 Hold ➯ (ধ্খর রাো) 
🎯 Hold back ➯ (conceal, বগাপি রাো) ➯ He held back the information.  
🎯 Hold good ➯ (োটা)  
🎯 Hold in ➯ (control, সংযত রাো) ➯ You should hold in your temper.  
🎯 Hold off ➯ (এনড়খে চিা) ➯  There’s already a crowd of reporters outside– 
I’ll try to hold them off for a while.  
              ➯ (নেিম্ব করা) ➯  I requested him to hold off for a minute.  
🎯 Hold on ➯ (adhere to, বচিাসহ বিখগ োকা) ➯  We should try our best to hold 

on our principle.  
              ➯ (hang on, অখপক্ষা করা) ➯  Hold on! This isn’t the right road.  
              ➯ (passive, অিুনষ্ঠত হওো) ➯  The meeting will be held on the 5th  

May  

                     ➯ (নেপখে অনেচি োকা) ➯  We are impatient and cannot hold on 

much longer.  
🎯 Hold out ➯ (চিা) ➯  Their stock won’t hold out for a long time.  
                ➯ (প্রনতখরাধ্ অর্যাহত রাো) ➯  A disciplined army can hold out for 

a long period.  
                ➯ (offer or promise, প্রনতশ্রুনত বেওো) ➯  He held out a helping 

hand to me in danger.  
               ➯ (offer or promise, প্রনতশ্রুনত বেওো) ➯  He held out a helping 

hand to me.  
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🎯 Hold out for ➯ (োনে অেযাহত রাো) ➯  The agitated students are still 

holding out for the removal of their Vice-Chancellor.  
🎯 Hold out on ➯ (কোে পাত্তা িা বেওো) ➯  How much longer will you hold 

out on us?  
🎯 Hold over ➯ (adjourn, postpone, িনগত করা) ➯  The matter was held over 

until the next meeting.  
                 ➯ (postpone, িনগত রাো) ➯  This item has been held over till the 

next meeting  

🎯 Hold somebody down ➯ (োনেখে রাো) ➯  Rulers cannot hold people down 

at gun point.  
🎯 Hold somebody off ➯ (কাউখক েূখর রাো) ➯  We have decided to hold 

undisciplined people off from us.  
🎯 Hold something in ➯ (সংযত করা) ➯  Though we were aggrieved, we held 

our temper in.  
🎯 Hold something off ➯ (বকািনকছু েূখর রাো) ➯  Will you kindly hold your 

dog off?  
🎯 Hold something over ➯ (বকািনকছু িূিতনে রাো) ➯  They have decided to 

hold the agenda over until next Monday. 
🎯 Hold together ➯ (ঐকযেে োকা) ➯ This is our national crisis and thus all 

people should hold together.  
🎯 Hold up ➯ (delay, বেনর করা) ➯ The train was held up for two hours.  
              ➯ (delay, বেনর করা) ➯ The train was held up for two hours.  
              ➯ (র্ে বেনেখে োিাখিা) ➯ The robbers held up our bus.  
🎯 Hold water ➯ (প্রিাখণ নটখক োকা)  
🎯 Hold with ➯ (approve of, agree with, একনিত হওো) ➯ I don’t hold with 

letting children as much TV as they want.  
🎯 Horns of dilemma ➯ (উর্ে সংকট )  
🎯 Hot water ➯ (অসুনেধ্া)  
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🎯 In a body ➯ (একখযাখগ)  
🎯 In a fix ➯ (হতেুনে)  
🎯 In a nutshell ➯ (সংখক্ষখপ)  
🎯 In a row ➯ (সানরেের্াখে)  
🎯 In a word ➯ (সংখক্ষপ)  
🎯 In accordance with ➯ (অিুসাখর)  
🎯 In addition ➯ (এছাড়াও)  
🎯 In and way ➯ (বয বকাি উপাখে)  
🎯 In black and white ➯ (নিনেতর্াখে)  
🎯 In cold blood ➯ (ঠান্ডা িাোে)  
🎯 In connection with ➯ (েযাপাখর)  
🎯 In course of time ➯ (সিখের পনরক্রিাে)  
🎯 In fine ➯ (উপসংহার)  
🎯 In force ➯ (েি প্রখোগ)  
🎯 In front of ➯ (সমু্মখে)  
🎯 In full swing ➯ (পুখরােখি)  
🎯 In good stead of ➯ (কাখরা উপকাখর আসা)  
🎯 In harmony with ➯ (একসখে নিখিনিখশ োকা)  
🎯 In lieu of ➯ (পনরেখতভ)  
🎯 In no time ➯ (অনতশীঘ্রই)  
🎯 In no way ➯ (বকাি িখতই)  
🎯 In order to ➯ (উখেশয)  
🎯 In pursuance with ➯ (অিুপ্রানণত করা)  
🎯 In pursuit of ➯ (অিুখপ্ররণা)  
🎯 In quest of ➯ (বোোঁখজ)  
🎯 In search of ➯ (অিুসন্ধাি) 
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🎯 In spite of ➯ (সখেও)  
🎯 In store for ➯ (র্াগয)  
🎯 In the dark ➯ (অন্ধকাখর )  
🎯 In the event of ➯ (ঘটিাচখক্র) 
🎯 In the eye of ➯ (েৃনিখত)  
🎯 In the god book ➯ (উপকাখর িাগা)  
🎯 In the grip of ➯ (কখি)  
🎯 In the long run ➯ (পনরিাখি)  
🎯 In the realm of ➯ (বক্ষখি)  
🎯 In the teeth of ➯ (অগ্রাহয কখর)  
🎯 In vain ➯ (েযেভতা)  
🎯 In vogue ➯ (অপ্রচনিত)  
🎯 Incase of ➯ (যনে)  
🎯 Ins and outs ➯ (েুোঁনটিানট)  
🎯 Inspite of ➯ (সখেও)  
🎯 Is it true that Rachel and Marcus have been carrying on ➯ ( with 

each other) 

 
🎯 Jack of all trades ➯ (সে কাখজর কাজী) 

🎯 Keen on ➯ (উৎসাহী)  
🎯 Keep ➯ (রাো) 
🎯 Keep abreast of ➯ (আকখড় োকা)  
🎯 Keep an eye on ➯ (িজখর োকা) ➯ We have to keep an eye on new comers.  
🎯 Keep at ➯ (stick to, বিখগ োকা) ➯ She always keeps at study.  
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              ➯ (stick to, িানগো োকা) ➯ The girl kept at her mother in the 

kitchen.  
🎯 Keep at something ➯ (বিখগ োকা) ➯ We will keep at our study until we 

have achieved success.  
🎯 Keep away ➯ (েূখর রাো) ➯ A good boy keeps himself away from bad boys.  
                  ➯ (েূখর োকা) ➯ Keep away from narcotic.  
🎯 keep away ➯ (remain at a distance from, েূখর রাো) keep yourself away 

from evil company.  
🎯 Keep away or off ➯ (অখিক েূখর োকা) ➯ Fire keeps away or off wild 

animals.  
🎯 Keep back ➯ (িুনকখে রাো) ➯ I got the feeling she was keeping something 

back.  
🎯 keep down ➯ (control, সংযত রাো) ➯ He could not keep down his anger.  
🎯 Keep down ➯ (hold in, সংযত রাো) ➯ He could not keep down his anger.  
                   ➯ (বচখপ রাো) ➯ He failed to keep down his anger.  
🎯 Keep in ➯ (prevent form going out) ➯The were kept in by rain.  
              ➯ (restrain, বর্তখর রাো) ➯She was kept in overnight for 

observation.  
🎯 Keep in the dark ➯ (িা জািাখিা)  
🎯 Keep in view ➯ (িখি রাো)  
🎯 Keep in with ➯ (েনু্ধত্ব েজাে বরখে চিা) ➯I can’t keep in with you any longer.  
🎯 Keep off ➯ (েূখর োকা) ➯ Please keep off that matter for today.  

                     ➯ (continue, চানিখে যাওো) ➯ He kept on shouting.  

                     ➯ (remain at a distance, েূরত্ব েজাে রাো) ➯ Keep off the fire.  

                     ➯ (remain at adistance from, এনড়খে চিা) ➯ Keep off the fire.  

🎯 Keep on ➯ (continue, চালিবে যাওো) ➯ The rain kept on all night.  

                     ➯ (continued নেরািহীি) ➯ He kept on ringing the bell.  

🎯 Keep out ➯ (োইখর োকা) ➯ We should keep out ourselves of dirty politics.  

                      ➯ (প্রখেশ িা করা) ➯ Please, keep out.  
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                   ➯ (ধ্খর রাো হখেনছি) ➯ I was kept out of business.  

🎯 Keep pace with ➯ (তাি নিনিখে চিা)  
🎯 Keep somebody off ➯ (কাউখক েূখর রাো) ➯ Please, don’t keep me off from 

you.  

🎯 Keep something off ➯ (বকাি নকছুখক েূখর রাো) ➯ We should keep 

unnecessary emotion off.  

🎯 Keep up ➯ (maintain, েজাে রাো) ➯ He always tries to keep p his 

reputation is a good teacher.  

                     ➯ (sustain, েজাে রাো) ➯ He always tries to keep up his 

reputation. ➯ (রক্ষা করা)  
🎯 Keep up with ➯ (keep pace with সিাি োকা) ➯ Try to keep up with the 

class.  

                             ➯ (keep pace with, সিাি তাখি চখি) ➯ Try to keep up with the 

changing world.  

                            ➯ (make progress at the same rate of, সিাি তাখি চিা) ➯ Try 

to keep up with the changing world.  

                           ➯ (তাি রাো) ➯ A sick man cannot keep up with a man having 

sound health.  

🎯 Keep up with joneses ➯ (প্রনতখেশীর সাখে তাি নিনিখে চিা) ➯ In being poor, 

he cannot keep up with joneses.  

🎯 Keep with ➯ (keep good terms, েনু্ধত্ব েজাে বরখে চিা) ➯ I can’t keep in with 

you any longer.  

🎯 kith and kin ➯ (আত্মীেস্বজি)  

🎯 Know no bound ➯ (সীিাহীি)  

🎯 Lag behind ➯ (নপছখি পড়া)  
🎯 Laid to rest ➯ (নচর নেোে)  

🎯 Lame excuse ➯ (োখজ ওজর)  

🎯 Laugh at ➯ (হানস ঠাট্টা)  
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🎯 Lay aside ➯ (cast aside, সনরখে রাো) ➯ Lay aside your formality.  

                       ➯ (keep apart, সরাইো রাো) ➯ Try to lay aside something for 

your old age.  

                       ➯ (সরাইো রাো) ➯ He laid aside his book and stood up.  

🎯 Lay before ➯ (বপশ করা) ➯ He laid the fact before committee.  

                         ➯ (place, বপশ করা) ➯ He laid the facts before the committee.  

🎯 Lay by ➯ (put by, সঞ্চে করা) ➯ You should lay by some money for the 

future.  

                  ➯ (save, সঞ্চে করা) ➯ You must lay by something for the future.  

🎯 Lay down ➯ (নিনপেে করা) ➯ The writer laid down the rules in his book.  

                       ➯ (put down, বরখে বেওো) ➯ He laid down the book on the table.  

                       ➯ (sacrifice, নেসজভি বেওো) ➯ he laid down his life for the sake of 

his country.  

                      ➯ (to stop doing a job, বকাি কাজ েন্ধ করা) ➯ Lay down your office 

at once and get out.  

                      ➯ (নিনপেে) ➯ No such rules are laid down in the book.  

🎯 Lay down office ➯ (পেতযাগ করা) ➯ The V.C. of our university laid down 

office due to students’ agitation.  

🎯 Lay down one’s arms ➯ (অস্ত্র সিপভণ করা) ➯ The mutinous soldiers laid 

down their arms in the end.  

🎯 Lay down one’s life ➯ (নিখজর জীেি উৎসগভ করা) ➯ Many freedom fighters 

laid down their lives in 1971.  

🎯 Lay heads together ➯ (পরািশভ করা)  
🎯 Lay in ➯ (store, জিাইো রাো) ➯ The potatoes were laid in for the off-

season.  

                ➯ (store, জিা করা) ➯ The potatoes were laid in for the off season.  

🎯 Lay off ➯ (dismiss temporarily, সািনেকর্াখে কিভচুযত করা) ➯ The workers 

were laid off for two months.  

                  ➯ (dismiss temporarily, সািনেকর্াখে কিভচুযত করা) ➯ The workers were 

laid off for two months.  
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                  ➯ (কিভনেরনত) ➯ General workers declared lay off for two days for 

incentives and other benefits.  

🎯 Lay on ➯ (apply, প্রখিপ বেওো) ➯ He laid on paint on the doors.  

🎯 Lay out ➯ (invest, োটাখিা) ➯ He is ready to lay out a large amount of 

money in the business.  

🎯 Lay something aside ➯ (সঞ্চে করা) ➯ We should lay something aside for 

old age.  

                                            ➯ (সনরখে রাো) ➯ Lay your belongings aside.  

🎯 Lay to rest ➯ (সিানধ্ি করা) 
🎯 Lay up ➯ (কাউখক নেছািাে পখর োকখত োধ্য করা) ➯ Mr. Akter is laid up with 

viral fever.  
🎯 Lay up [with] ➯ (শযযাশােী হওো) ➯ She’s laid up with a broken leg.  
🎯 Learn by heart ➯ (অন্ত:ি করা)  
🎯 Leave no stone unturned ➯ (বচিার ত্রুনট িা করা)  
🎯 Let down ➯ (নিরাশ করা) ➯ Teachers should not let down students.  
🎯 Let in ➯ (আসখত বেওো) ➯ Why do you let him in?  
🎯 Let off ➯ (জনরিাি ছাড়াই ছাড়া) ➯ The court let the robber off.  
🎯 Let out ➯ (প্রসানরত করা) ➯ My shirt should have been let out.  
🎯 Likely to ➯ (সম্ভােিা আখছ এিি)  
🎯 Line by line ➯ (ধ্াখপ ধ্াখপ)  
🎯 Lion’s share ➯ (বেনশর র্াগ অংশ)  
🎯 Live in/at ➯ (োস করা) ➯ I live at Namuja in Bogra.  
🎯 Live on ➯ (জীেি ধ্ারণ করা) ➯ Cows live on grass.  
🎯 Live through [sth] ➯ (নতক্ত অনর্জ্ঞতা অজভি করা) ➯ He has lived through two 

would wars.  
🎯 Loaves and fishes ➯ (েযনক্তস্বােভ)  
🎯 Long for ➯ (আকাঙ্খা)  
🎯 Look about ➯ (বোোঁজ করা) ➯ I am looking about a house.  
🎯 Look after ➯ (take care of, বেোখশািা করা) ➯ Mother looks after her child.  
                  ➯ (take care of, যত্ন করা) ➯ He will look after my boy.  
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              ➯ (তোেধ্ােি করা) ➯ Who looks after your old parents?  
              ➯ (বেোখশািা করা) ➯ Everybody should look after his old parents.  
🎯 Look at ➯ (gaze, তাকাখিা) ➯ Please, look at the blackboard.  
              ➯ (তাকাখিা) ➯ The baby is looking at the beautiful rose.  
🎯 Look back [on] ➯ (অতীত নেখেচি করা) ➯ Looking back, I don’t consider my 

situation any worse.  
🎯 Look down upon ➯ (deride, ঘৃণার বচাখে বেো) ➯ Don’t look down upon the 

poor.  
                          ➯ (ঘৃণার বচাখে বেো) ➯ We look down upon illicit love 

affair.  
                          ➯ (অেখহিা করা) ➯ Don’t look down upon the poor.  
                              ➯ (ঘৃণা করা) ➯ None should look down upon the poor.  
🎯 Look for ➯ (বোোঁজ করা) ➯ What are you looking for here?  
               ➯ (search for, বোোঁজ করা) ➯ Look for the letter in the box.  
               ➯ (search, বোোঁজা) ➯ He’s been looking for a good job for three 

years.  
🎯 Look forward ➯ (অধ্ীর আগ্রখহ প্রতীক্ষা করা) ➯ I am looking forward to 

hearing from you. 
🎯 Look forward [to] ➯ (সাগ্রখহ প্রতীক্ষা করা) ➯ We look forward to better 

days.  
🎯 Look forward to ➯ (আশা করা)  
                         ➯ (সাগ্রখহ প্রতীক্ষা করা) ➯ We look forward to his visit.  
🎯 Look into ➯ (enquire into) ➯ I shall look into the matter.  
                 ➯ (examine, তেন্ত করা) ➯ I asked him to look into the matter.  
                 ➯ (গণয করা) ➯ A high powered investigation committee is 

looking into the matter.  
                 ➯ (তেন্ত করা) ➯ The police are looking into the case.  
🎯 Look on ➯ (consider, গণয করা) ➯ I look on him as a good friend.  
               ➯ (িখি করা) ➯ I look on you as my well wisher.  
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🎯 Look out ➯ (োইখর তাকাখিা) ➯ None dared to look out through the 

windows.  
               ➯ (সতকভ হওো) ➯ Look out! someone is coming.  
                    ➯ (সজাগ োকা) ➯ The captain commanded all to look out.  
🎯 Look over ➯ (পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ All the scripts have been looked over.  
                 ➯ (examine, পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ We’ve been asked to look over the 

certificates.  
                  ➯ (examine, পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ Please look over the applications.  
                  ➯ (পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ The Principal will look over the answer 

scripts.  
🎯 Look through ➯ (পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ I’ve looked through your papers.  
                      ➯ (examined carefully) ➯ I have looked through the book.  
                      ➯ (দ্রুত পড়া) ➯ She looked through her notes before her 

exams.  
🎯 Look to ➯ (rely on, নির্ভর করা) ➯ We are looking to you for help.  
               ➯ (িখিাযাগী হখওা) ➯ Look to it that this does not happen again.  
🎯 Look up ➯ (বোোঁজ করা) ➯ Look up the word into the dictionary.  
               ➯ (find out) ➯ Look up the word in the dictionary.  
               ➯ (find out, বোোঁখজ বের করা) ➯ Look up the word in the dictionary.   
               ➯ (বোোঁজ পাওো) ➯ Look up the word in the dictionary.  
🎯 Look up to ➯ (সম্মাি করা) ➯ A leader must be one whom the people can 

look upto.  
🎯 Look upon ➯ (িখি করা) ➯ I look upon her as my sister.  
                  ➯ (regard, গণয করা) ➯ I look upon you as my best friend.  
                  ➯ (গণয করা) ➯ He looks upon me as his bosom friend.  
🎯 Loom large ➯ (েোেহ হুিনক)  
🎯 Loose end ➯ (বেকার)  
🎯 Lull to sleep ➯ (অন্ধকার)  
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🎯 Maiden speech ➯ (প্রেি েকৃ্ততা)  
🎯 Make ➯ (প্রস্তুত) 
🎯 Make a mess ➯ (জগানেচুরী)  
🎯 Make after ➯ (পশ্চাোেি করা) ➯ The cat made after the rat.  
                  ➯ (pursued, বপছখি ছুটা) ➯ The dog made after the hare.  
🎯 Make for ➯ (move towards, বকাি নেখক যাওো) ➯ The ship made for London.  
🎯 Make good ➯ (ক্ষনতপূরণ)  
🎯 Make haste ➯ (তাড়াতানড় করা)  
🎯 Make of ➯ (composed of, নিনিভত) ➯ This table is made of teak wood.  
              ➯ (গঠি হওো) ➯ This ring made of diamond is very expensive.  
              ➯ (নিিভাি করা) ➯ The ring is made of gold. What do you make of 

the letter?  
🎯 Make off ➯ (escape, পানিখে যাওো) ➯ The thief made off with ornaments.  
                ➯ (পানিখে যাওো) ➯ The thief managed to make off.  
🎯 Make out ➯ (understand) ➯ I cannot make out what you say.  
                 ➯ (understand, েুঝখত পারা) ➯ I couldn’t make out what she 

was saying.  
                      ➯ (েুঝা) ➯ I could barely make out the traffic signs through the 

rain.  
🎯 Make over ➯ (transfer, হস্তান্তর করা) ➯ He’s made over the charge to the 

secretary.  
                  ➯ (অপহরণ করা) ➯ The principal made over the charge to the 

head clerk.  
🎯 Make room ➯ (জােগা করা)  
🎯 Make sure ➯ (নিনশ্চত করা)  
🎯 Make the best use ➯ (সনঠক েযেহার)  
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🎯 Make up ➯ (ক্ষনতপূরণ বেওো) ➯ Who will make up the loss?  
                ➯ (compensate, ক্ষনতপূরণ করা) ➯ I’ll do my best to make up your 

loss.  
                ➯ (complete, সম্পন্ন করা) ➯ Two boys are still wanting to make 

up the required number.  
               ➯ (composed, নিনটখে বেিিাি) ➯ We made up our quarrel.  
               ➯ (িিনিরর করা) ➯ I have not made up my mind yet.  
               ➯ (ঝগড়া নিটাখিা) ➯ We should make up the quarrel immediately.  
                    ➯ (ঘাটনত পূরণ) ➯ I shall try to make up my loss. They made up 

their quarrel.  
🎯 Make up [one’s mind] ➯ (resolve, িিনির করা) ➯ In the end he made up 

his mind to marry the woman.  
🎯 Make up of ➯ (গনঠত) ➯ The team is made st of eleven players.  
🎯 Man of letters ➯ (নেদ্বাি)  
🎯 Milk and water ➯ (হীণেি)  
🎯 Muster strong ➯ (একখযাখগ) 

🎯 Narrow escape ➯ (অখল্পর জিয রক্ষা)  
🎯 Near at hand ➯ (হাখতর কাখছই)  
🎯 Nip in the bud ➯ (অঙু্কখর নেিাশ)  
🎯 Nook and corner ➯ (আিাখচ কািাখচ)  
🎯 Not withstanding ➯ (িা েিখিই িে)  
🎯 Now and then ➯ (িাখঝ িাখঝ)  
🎯 Now or never ➯ (হে এেিই িে কেখিা িে)  
🎯 Null and void ➯ (োনতি) 
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🎯 Of course ➯ (অেশযই)  
🎯 Of late ➯ (সিনপ্রতী)  
🎯 Off ➯ (away, departing)  
        ➯ (disconnected,সংখযাগ নেনিন্ন)  
🎯 Off and on ➯ (িাখঝ িাখঝ)  
🎯 On ➯ (connected,সংখযাগ বেওো অখেভ)  
        ➯ (continuing, চিিাি অখেভ)  
🎯 On account of ➯ (কারণেশত)  
🎯 On all hands ➯ (সেভজি স্বীকৃত)  
🎯 On and on ➯ (ক্রিাগত)  
🎯 On behalf of ➯ (পখক্ষ)  
🎯 On easy terms ➯ (সহজ নেিখম্ব)  
🎯 On foot ➯ (পাইখে বহোঁখট)  
🎯 On the eve of ➯ (প্রাক্কাখি)  
🎯 On the highest alert ➯ (সখেভাচ্চ সতকভতা)  
🎯 On the increase ➯ (ক্রিেধ্ভিাি)  
🎯 On the sky ➯ (উমু্মক্ত আকাশ)  
🎯 On the spur of the moment ➯ (আিখের িুহুখতভ)  
🎯 On the utter of ➯ (নেেরখি)  
🎯 On the whole ➯ (বিাখটর উপর)  
🎯 Once and again ➯ (একানধ্ক োর)  
🎯 Once and for all ➯ (বশষ্ োখরর িখতা)  
🎯 Open secret ➯ (বয বগাপিীেতা সেভজি নেনেত)  
🎯 Out ➯ (aloud,উচ্চস্বখর)  
         ➯ (away, disappearing)  
         ➯ (completely)  
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       ➯ (to different people)  
🎯 Out and out ➯ (হাখড় হাখড়)  
🎯 Out of ➯ (ছাড়া)  
🎯 Out of doors ➯ (োইখর)  
🎯 Out of order ➯ (অপ্রচনিত)  
🎯 Over ➯ (শুরু বেখক বশষ্ পযভন্ত) 
🎯 Over head and ear ➯ (নেপখে)  

🎯 Palmy days ➯ (উন্ননতর সিে)  
🎯 Pass ➯ (অনতক্রি) 
🎯 Pass ➯ (জেী হওো) 
🎯 Pass away ➯ (die, িারা যাওো) ➯  The patient passed away peacefully.  
                 ➯ (died) ➯  He passed away at night.  
                 ➯ (িারা যাওো) ➯  He passed away yesterday after suffering 

from prolong sickness. 
🎯 Pass by ➯ (উখপক্ষা করা) ➯  Parents should not pass by sudden change of 

their children.  
             ➯ (pay no attention to, উখপক্ষা করা) ➯  He passed by these 

mistakes.  
🎯 Pass for/as ➯ (to be accepted as, পনরগনণত হওো) ➯  He speaks English so 

well that he can easily pass for an Englishman.  
🎯 Pass into ➯ (to become a part of sth) ➯  Many English words have passed 

into Bangla language.  
🎯 Pass off ➯ (বশষ্ হওো) ➯  My headache has not passed off yet.  
              ➯ (be over, বশষ্ হওো) ➯  The demonstration passed off 

peacefully.  
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              ➯ (সম্পন্ন হওো) ➯  The countrywide hartal called by opposition 

alliance passed off peacefully.  
🎯 Pass on ➯ (Proceed, আগাইো যাওো) ➯  Let’s pass on to another subject.  
🎯 Pass out ➯ (জ্ঞাি হারাখিা) ➯  Have you passed out?  
               ➯ (to faint, অখচতি হওো) ➯  He passed out yesterday.  
🎯 Pass over ➯ (উখপনক্ষত হওো) ➯  His legal claim has been passed over.  
                ➯ (ignore/avoid, উখপক্ষা করা) ➯  The woman alleges that her 

employers passed her over for promotion because she was pregnant.  
🎯 Pass through ➯ (সমু্মেীি হওো) ➯  Every man passes through some sad 

experience in his/her life.  
                     ➯ (িধ্য নেখে অনতক্রি) ➯  He passed through the crowd 

safely.  
🎯 Pass up ➯ (সুখযাগ িা বেওো) ➯  We shouldn’t pass up this type of 

opportunity.  
🎯 Pave the way ➯ (পে ততনর করা)  
🎯 Pay back ➯ (প্রনতখশাধ্ বিওো) ➯   I’ll pay him back for making me a fool in 

front of everyone.  
               ➯ (পনরখশাধ্ করা) ➯  You must pay back the money.  
🎯 Pay up ➯ (পুখরা টাকা বশাধ্ করা) You have to pay up the money.  
🎯 Pen through ➯ (বকখট বেওো) 
🎯 Pick ➯ (কুনরখে িওো) 
🎯 Pick at ➯ (বোষ্ ধ্রা) ➯ It is very easy to pick at others.  
             ➯ (অনিিাে োেয গ্রহণ করা) ➯ As she was not hungry, she was 

picking at her food.  
🎯 Pick off ➯ (গুনি করা) : Police men picked off the snatcher while he was 

running away with snatched articles.  
🎯 Pick oneself up ➯ (পখড় যাওোর পর দ্রুত উখঠ পড়া) ➯ The man fell down, but 

very quickly picked himself up.  
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🎯 Pick out ➯ (choose, বেখছ বিওো) ➯ She was pulled out from dozens of 

applicants.  
              ➯ (েুঝখত পারা) ➯ It was my first class, so I could not pick out the 

lecture.  
🎯 Pick up ➯ (তুখি বিওো) ➯ The bus picks up passengers outside the airport.  
              ➯ (রূ্নি বেখক উঠাখিা) ➯ The naughty boy picked up a stone. [“To 

pick fruit or flowers” means to pull them away with fingers; “to pick up” 
means to lift up from the ground.] – T.J. FITIKIDES  

                     ➯ (িার্ করা) ➯ Finally, the intelligence agency picked up specific 

information about the notorious terrorists.  
              ➯ (গানড়খত বতাখি বেওো) ➯ His boss picked him up on his way to 

office.  
🎯 Pick up with ➯ (সাক্ষাত হওো) ➯ Where did you pick up with this rubbish 

fellow?  
🎯 Play false ➯ (প্রতারণা)  
🎯 Play truant ➯ (সু্কি পািাখিা)  
🎯 Point blank ➯ (সরাসনর)  
🎯 Popular with ➯ (জিনপ্রে)  
🎯 Pros and cons ➯ (েুোঁনটিানট)  
🎯 Pull down ➯ (demolish, বর্খে বেিা) ➯ War only knows how to pull down.  
🎯 Pull off ➯ (সােিয অজভি করা) ➯ They pulled off the deal.  
🎯 Pull through ➯ (recover, আখরাগয হওো) ➯ The doctors think he will pull 

through.  
🎯 Pull up ➯ (stop, বটখি োিাখিা) ➯ He pulled up at the traffic lights.  
🎯 Puppet in the hands of ➯ (হাখতর পুতুি)  
🎯 Put ➯ (ধ্খর রাো) 
🎯 Put ➯ (বতাখি রাো) 
🎯 Put about ➯ (ছড়াখিা) ➯ Why are you putting about rumor?  
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🎯 Put aside ➯ (lay by, সঞ্চে করা) ➯ I try to put aside some money every 

month.  
                ➯ (সঞ্চে করা) ➯ We should put aside something for rainy days.  
                ➯ (গ্রাহয িা করা) ➯ Put aside the fact that I wanted to conspire 

against you.  
                ➯ (সনরখে রাো) ➯ Put aside all these unnecessary things from 

here.  
🎯 Put away ➯ (সঞ্চে করা) ➯ Every person should put away food for crisis 

period.  
                ➯ (সনরখে রাো) ➯ Put this saree away from this place.  
                ➯ (সনরখে বেিা) ➯ I am putting away enough money for the 

rainy days.  
🎯 Put back ➯ (স্বিাখি নেনরখে বেওো) ➯ After you finish the book, put it back 

(in the shelf ).  
🎯 Put by ➯ (সঞ্চে করা) ➯ Every prudent person puts by something for old 

age.  
🎯 Put down ➯ (suppress, েিি করা) ➯ The king put down the revolt.  
                 ➯ (write down, বিো) ➯ Put down your name and address.  
                 ➯ (write, নিখে রাো) ➯ Put down your name on this paper.  
                 ➯ (েিি করা) ➯ The king put down the revolt.  
🎯 Put forth ➯ (অঙু্কনরত করা) ➯ Trees put forth new leaves in spring.  
🎯 Put forward ➯ (উপিাপি করা) ➯ The Chairman of the seminar and 

workshop committee put forward a new proposal.  
                    ➯ (সািখি এনগখে বেওো) ➯ Mr. Jamil puts his clock forward 

for at least five minutes to maintain exact time schedule.  
                    ➯ (উত্থাপি করা) ➯ The councelors put forward a suggestion.  
🎯 Put in ➯ (submitted, োনেি করা) ➯ I have put in my claim.  
🎯 Put of ➯ (নির্াখিা)  
🎯 Put off ➯ (যািা শুরু করা) ➯ They will put off their journey from this place.  
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              ➯ (postpone, িনগত করা) ➯ The meeting was put off.  
              ➯ (remove) ➯ Put off your shoes.  
              ➯ (িনগত করা) ➯ Dont put off your work, put off the dirty shirt.  
              ➯ (postpone) ➯ Don’t put off (postpone) your work.  
🎯 Put on ➯ (pretend, র্াি করা) ➯ I don’t think she was hurt. She was just 

putting it on.  
             ➯ (wear) ➯ Put on your clothes.  
             ➯ (wear, পনরধ্াি করা) ➯ Put on your dress. [The opposite of ‘put 

on’ is ‘take off’ not ‘put off’]  
                   ➯ (বযাগ করা) ➯ He put on his now shirt. 
🎯 Put out ➯ ➯ I wasn’t going to 

put out just because he’d paid for a dinner.  
             ➯ (extinguish, নির্াইো বেওো) ➯ Put out the lamp.  
             ➯ (হাড় সখর যাওো) ➯ He fell from his bicycle and put his shoulder 

out.  
             ➯ (নিনর্খে বেিা) ➯ He puts out the candle as soon as electricity has 

been available.  
            ➯ (নিনর্খে বেওো) ➯ Put out the lamp.  
                ➯ (প্রসানরত করা) ➯ Put out the lamp. He puts out his hand to me.  
🎯 Put sb up ➯ (let sb stay, োকখি বেওো) ➯ We can put you up for the night.  
🎯 Put somebody through ➯ (বটনিখোখি কাউখক সংখযাগ বেওো) ➯ Could you 

put me through to the Finance Director?  
🎯 Put together ➯ (একনিত করা) ➯ We should put together a very strong 

case for the defence.  
🎯 Put up ➯ (raise, উঠাখিা) ➯ The Headmaster put up a flag/a notice. Put up 

your hands.  
             ➯ (োস করা) ➯ Put up the notice here. He will put up at my place.  
🎯 Put up with ➯ (সহয করা) ➯ Momin’s wife cannot put up with guests of in-
law’s side.  
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                ➯ (tolerate, সহয করা) ➯ I can’t put up with such insult.  
                ➯ (tolerate, সহয করা) ➯ I cannot put up with this rudeness.                                   
                ➯ (সহয করা) ➯ It is too difficult to put up with the 

inconvenience.  

🎯 Rack and ruin ➯ (সমূ্পণভ ধ্বংস)  
🎯 Rank and fashion ➯ (সাজ সজ্জা)  
🎯 Red handed ➯ (হাখত িাখত ধ্রা)  
🎯 Reflect over ➯ (প্রনতেি ঘটা)  
🎯 Run about ➯ (দ্রুত এনেক বসনেক বেৌড়াখেৌনড় করা) ➯ The children started to 

run about in great panic.  
🎯 Run across ➯ (হঠাৎ সাক্ষাত হওো) ➯ I ran across my old friend in the street.  
🎯 Run after ➯ (chase, নপছখি ধ্াওো করা) ➯ The villagers ran after the robber.  
                ➯ (pursued) ➯ They all ran after the thief.  
                ➯ (ধ্াওো করা) ➯ We ran after the thief.  
🎯 Run away ➯ (flee, পানিখে যাওো) ➯ The thief ran away with all the 

valuables. 
                       ➯ (ঘর ছাড়া) ➯ The thief ran away with all the valuables.  
🎯 Run away with ➯ (নিখে পািাখিা) ➯ My servant ran away with my watch.  
🎯 Run down ➯ (criticize, নিো করা) ➯ He’s always running her down in 

front of other people.  
                 ➯ (ছুখট ধ্রা) ➯ The hunters ran down the deer.  
🎯 Run into ➯ (fall into, পনতত হওো) ➯ He ran into danger.  
                     ➯ (জনড়ত হওো) ➯ He ran into danger.  
🎯 Run into[tr] ➯ (to meet sb by chance, অপ্রতযানশতর্াখে বেো হওো) ➯ She ran 

into one of her boyfriends in the market.  
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🎯 Run on ➯ (continue, চিখত োকা) ➯ These things always run on longer 

than people imagine.  
                  ➯(continue, চানিখে যাওো) ➯ The troubles will run on for a few 

days.  
🎯 Run out ➯ (expire, বশষ্ হওো) ➯ My contract runs out in December.  
               ➯ (নেনরখে বেওো) ➯ If oil supplies run out , man may have to fall 

back on the horse.  
🎯 Run over ➯ (নপি হওো) ➯ The student was run over by a truck.  
                ➯ (গানড় চাপা বেওো) ➯ The old man was run over (by a car) .  
🎯 Run short ➯ (ঘাটনত)  
🎯 Run through ➯ (বর্ে করা) ➯ An angry murmur ran through the crowd.  
🎯 Run upon ➯ (ধ্াক্কা বেওো) ➯ I ran upon a new idea.  

🎯 Saddle on the right horse ➯ (বোষ্ী েযনক্তখক সিাক্ত করা)  
🎯 Safe and sound ➯ (নিরাপখে)  
🎯 Scape goat ➯ (একজখির বোষ্ অখিযর উপর চাপাখিা)  
🎯 See off ➯ (to bid good-bye, নেোে জািাখিা) ➯ My parents saw me off at the 

airport.  
             ➯ (নেোে জািাখিা) ➯ His father came to see her off.  
🎯 See through ➯ (তেন্ত করা) ➯ He saw through the trick.  
                    ➯ (discover a hidden attempt to deceive, প্রতারণা করা) ➯ I 
could see through your little game. I was aware of the trick you were trying to 

play on me.  
🎯 See to ➯ (বেোি করা) ➯ Don’t worry– I’ll see to it.  
🎯 Send for ➯ (summon, বডখক পাঠাখিা) ➯ Please, send for a doctor.  
🎯 Send on ➯ (to send sth before your arriving there, পানঠখে বেওো) ➯ We 

sent our furniture on by ship. 
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🎯 Send sb down ➯ (to expel from a university) ➯ She was sent down from 

Oxford for taking drugs.  
🎯 Send sth in ➯ (to send sth by post/mail to a place where it will be dealt 

with) ➯ Have you sent in your application yet?  
🎯 Set about ➯ (আক্রিণ করা) ➯ Two groups of students set about each other 

brutally.  
                 ➯ (শুরু করা) ➯ Minara has set about her job.  
                 ➯ (to start doing sth, আরম্ভ করা) ➯ She set about the business 

of cleaning the house.  
                 ➯ (শুরু করা) ➯ He set about his task immediately.  
🎯 Set against ➯ (to make one oppose, নেরুখে যাওো) ➯ She accused her 

husband of setting the children against her.  
🎯 Set apart / aside ➯ (আিাো কখর রাো) ➯ They set apart / aside some 

money for future.  
🎯 Set apart/aside ➯ (save time/money for a special purpose, জিা রাো) ➯ 
He set aside a part of his income for charity.  
🎯 Set aside ➯ (প্রনতখযানগতা করা) ➯ The judge set aside plaintiff’s claim  

                       ➯ (ignore, অগ্রাহয করা) ➯ Let’s set aside my personal feelings for 

now.  
               ➯ (সনরখে রােি) ➯ He set aside some money for me.  
🎯 Set back ➯ (to delay the progress of, অগ্রগনত েন্ধ করা) ➯ The bad weather 

set back the building programme by several weeks.  
🎯 Set down ➯ (িািাখিা) ➯ The push cart puller set down some load.  
                ➯ (িািাখিা) ➯ Set down his load.  
🎯 Set forth ➯ (start a journey, যািা শুরু করা) ➯ They set forth early in the 

morning.  
🎯 Set in ➯ (আরম্ভ হওো) ➯ They had reached home before the rain set in.  
            ➯ (began, শুরু হওো) ➯ The rain set in.  
            ➯ (begin, চািু হওো) ➯ Winter has set in early this year.  
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              ➯ (শুরু হওো) ➯ The winter has set in very early this year.  
🎯 Set off ➯ (যািা শুরু করা) ➯ When will you set off your journey?  
            ➯ (যািা করা) ➯ They set off for Dhaka yesterday.  
            ➯ (যািা শুরু করা) ➯ They set off for Dhaka yesterday.  
🎯 Set off/out ➯ (start a journey, যািা শুরু করা) ➯ He set off/out for London.  
🎯 Set on ➯ (বিনিখে বেওো) ➯ The gang leader set on some terrorists on the 

businessmen for extortion.  
            ➯ (জ্বানিখে বেওো) ➯ The business establishment of a leader of an 

opponent group was set on fire. 
🎯 Set out ➯ (যািা শুরু করা) ➯ My father has set out for New york.  
🎯 Set somebody down ➯ (িানিখে বেওো) ➯ The driver set you down in front 

of your institute.  
🎯 Set up ➯ (িাপি করা) ➯ A group of social workers has decided to set up a 

school for underprivileged children.  
            ➯ (establish, িাপি করা) ➯ The villagers have set up a school in the 

villsge.  
           ➯ (established, িাপি করখিা) ➯ He set up a school there.  
           ➯ (িাপি করা) ➯ We shall set up a school soon.  
🎯 Sheet anchor ➯ (হাখতর পাোঁচ)  
🎯 Short cut ➯ (সংনক্ষপ্ত)  
🎯 Sine die ➯ (অনিনেভি কাখির জিয)  
🎯 Sit back ➯ (relax, আরাি করা) ➯ I am going to sit back after working all 

day long.  
🎯 Sit down ➯ (েখস পড়া) ➯ I sat down on the sofa next to Akhi.  
🎯 Sit up ➯ (stay awake, েখস োকা) ➯ The book was so interesting that I sat 

up all night reading it.  
🎯 Skin and bone ➯ (অনিচিভসার)  
🎯 Skin through ➯ (র্াসা র্াসা েৃশয)  
🎯 Slow and steady ➯ (ধ্ীরনির) ➯ Slow and staedy wins the race.  
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🎯 Spare no pains ➯ (বচিার ত্রুনট িা করা)  
🎯 Square meal ➯ (বপটপুখর আহার)  
🎯 Stand against ➯ (oppose, নেরুখে োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ They stood against their 

common enemy.  
                      ➯ (নেরুখে োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ We should stand against injustice and 

oppression.  
                      ➯ (নেরুখে চিা) ➯ Do not stand against the force of time.  
🎯 Stand aside ➯ (বকাখিা একপাখশ সখর যাওো) ➯ Please stand aside so that 

others can leave the place without any inconvenience.  
                   ➯ (move to one side, সখর যাওো) ➯ She stood aside to let us 

pass.  
                         ➯ (নিখজখক প্রতযাহার কখর বিওো) ➯ Rebel candidate has decided 

to stand aside him from the election.  
                  ➯ (সখর োোঁড়াি) ➯ I will not stand aside from the contest.  
🎯 Stand by ➯ (পাখশ োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ Only a few friends stood by him in his danger.  
                ➯ (support, সাহাযয করা) ➯ Always stand by your friends.  
                ➯ (supported, সিেভি করা) ➯ The chief stood by the king.  
                ➯ (ঠাই োোঁনড়খে োকা) ➯ I don’t understand how could you have 

stood by and endured such injustice.  
                ➯ (পাখশ োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ I stood by my old friend. 
🎯 Stand for ➯ (contest, প্রােভী হওো) ➯ Mr Hannan stood for Parliament five 

years ago but he wasn’t elected.  
              ➯ (প্রতীকরূখপ েযেহার হওো) ➯ White stands for purity while black 

stands for mourning  . 
              ➯ (represents, প্রতীকরূখপ েযেহৃত) ➯ The letter “X” stands for ten.  
              ➯ (to be abbreviation or symbol, প্রতীক হওো) ➯ What does ‘Cu’ 
stand for.  
              ➯ (েুঝাখিা) ➯ The letter X stands for ten.  
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🎯 Stand off ➯ (েূখর সখর োকা) ➯ The Secretary has decided to stand off from 

the President due to disagreements of opinions.  
                ➯ (েূখর োকা) ➯ He stood off from the quarrel.  
🎯 Stand out ➯ (to be much better or more important, নেনশি হওো) ➯ His 

work stands out from that of the others.  
                ➯ (নেনশি) ➯ Mr. Monir stood out from other executives due to 

his fantastic presentation.  
🎯 Stand to ➯ (stick to) ➯ I shall stand to my promise.  
🎯 Stand up ➯ (উখঠ োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ As soon as the Chairman entered the 

conference room, all members stood up.  
               ➯ (to be on your feet) There were no seats left so I had to stand 

up.  
🎯 Stand up for ➯ (stick up for, support/defend, পখক্ষ োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ His father 

blamed him, but his mother stood up for him and said that he had acted 

sensibly.  
                  ➯ (support the cause of, পখক্ষ োোঁড়াখিা) ➯ The strong should 

stand up for the weak.  
                  ➯ (পক্ষ বিো) ➯ You should stand up for your friend.  
🎯 Stand up to ➯ (resist, প্রনতখরাধ্ করা) ➯ It was brave of her to stand up to 

those bullies.  
🎯 Steer clear of ➯ (এনড়খে যাওো)  
🎯 Step by step ➯ (ক্রিশ)  
🎯 Storm in a tea cup ➯ (কু্ষদ্র েযাপাখর প্রেি উখত্তজিা)  
🎯 Sugar coated ➯ (বিাড়ক েন্ধ)  
🎯 Summer friends ➯ (সুসিখের েনু্ধ)  
🎯 Sure of ➯ (নিনশ্চত)  
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🎯 Take after ➯ (অিুরূপ হওো) ➯ The baby does not take after its mother.  
                  ➯ (সােৃশ হওো) ➯ The girl takes after her mother.  
                         ➯ (withdraw, নেনরখে বিো) ➯ The child takes after my word.  
                         ➯ (বেেখত এক রিি হওো) ➯ The girl takes after her mother. 
🎯 Take away ➯ (নিখে যাওো) ➯ These toys are not to be taken away.   
                  ➯ (সনরখে বিো) ➯ Do not take away books from the shelf.  
🎯 Take back ➯ (বেরত বিো) ➯ Sold goods are not taken back here.  
                  ➯ (প্রতযাহার করা) ➯ He took back his remarks.  
🎯 Take down ➯ (record) ➯ Take down the notes.  
                  ➯ (নিনপেে করা) ➯ Mr. Monjurul Kader is quick at taking 

down note.  
                  ➯ (write down) ➯ Take down what your teachers say.  
                  ➯ (বিো) ➯ I took down his address in my notebook.  
 
 
🎯 Take for ➯ (রু্ি ধ্খর বিওো) ➯ I took the rope for a snake.  
              ➯ (গণয করা) ➯ I took him for a doctor.  
🎯 Take in ➯ (কাপড় সংকীণভ করা) ➯ This dress needs to be taken in at the waist.  
🎯 Take it out on somebody ➯ (রাগ নিটাখিা) ➯ He was angry at losing 

money in gambling and took it out on his spouse.  
🎯 Take off ➯ (উড্ডেি, ওড়া) ➯ The plane took off Hazrat Shajalal 

International Airport at 8 a.m.  
              ➯ (বোখি বেিা) ➯ You have to take off your shoes before entering 

the room.  
              ➯ (বোখি বেিা) ➯ Take off your coat. [see ‘put on’]  
                      ➯ (বোখি বেিা) ➯ Take off your coat.  
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               ➯ (অিুকরণ করা) ➯ He took off his coat.  
🎯 Take on ➯ (বক্ষখপ যাওো) ➯ The lady took on hearing the news.  
🎯 Take one’s eyes off ➯ (বচাখের আড়াি িা করা) ➯ As the son is very naughty, 
the mother does not take her eyes off her son.  
🎯 Take one’s to task ➯ (নতরস্কার করা)  
🎯 Take out ➯ ([শরীখরর বকাি অংশ] তুখি বেিা) ➯ Take out your tooth.  
🎯 Take over ➯ (োনেত্ব গ্রহণ করা) ➯ The new CEO is going to take over day 

after tomorrow.  
                 ➯ (োনেত্ব গ্রহণ করা) ➯ The newly appointed chairman of the 

department has taken over the charge.  
                ➯ (বকাি প্রনতষ্ঠাখির িানিকািা েেি) ➯ The business has been taken 

over.  
                ➯ (গ্রহণ করখেি) ➯ He will take over charge tomorrow.  
                ➯ (গ্রহণ করা) ➯ Who will take over your charge?  
🎯 Take place ➯ (ঘটা) 
🎯 Take somebody off ➯ (কাউখক নিখে যাওো) ➯ He took us off to see his new 

business establishment.  
🎯 Take to ➯ (addict, আসক্ত হওো) ➯ I’ve taken to walking very early.  
              ➯ (আসক্ত হওো) ➯ None should take to drinking.  
🎯 Take to task ➯ (সেৃশ)  
🎯 Take up ➯ (accept a suggestion, offer, idea, or challenge, গ্রহণ করা) ➯ 
Raju took up the invitation to visit. Dr Zakir Naik took up the challenge and 

proved that Islam is the only true religion given by the creator.  
              ➯ (উত্থাপি করা) ➯ We have plan to take up the matter with the 

authority.  
              ➯ (fill an amount of space or time, েযপ্ত করা) ➯ The table takes up 

too much room. This work will take up too much time.  
              ➯ (occupy, েযপ্ত করা) ➯ This work will take up too much time.  
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               ➯ (undertake, গ্রহণ করা) ➯ He will take up the problem and try 

to solve it.  
🎯 Takes after ➯ (সেৃশ)  
🎯 Talk over ➯ (discuss , আখিাচিা করা) ➯ They are talking over the matter.  
                ➯ (discuss, পরািশভ করা) ➯ They are talking over the matter.  
🎯 Talk/ Tell/Work ➯ (েিা, েযক্ত করা) 
🎯 Tall talk ➯ (েড় েড় কো)  
🎯 Teem with ➯ (র্রপুর)  
🎯 Tell of ➯ (describe, েণভিা করা) ➯ He told of his plan in details.  
🎯 Tell upon ➯ (affect, ক্ষনত করা অখেভ) ➯ Smoking tells upon one’s health.  
                ➯ (affects, হানি করা) ➯ Over-exercise tells upon one’s health.  
                     ➯ (হানি করা , ক্ষনত করা) ➯ Hard labour tells upon health.  
🎯 Ten to one ➯ (একাই সে)  
🎯 The nook and corner ➯ (আিাখচ কািাখচ)  
🎯 Through fire and water ➯ (নেপখের িখধ্য)  
🎯 Throw away/out ➯ (jettison, নিখক্ষপ করা) ➯ Throw away those old shoes.  
🎯 Throw up ➯ (abandon suddenly, হঠাৎ পনরতযাগ করা) ➯ He suddenly got 

tired of the job and threw it up.  
                ➯ (vomit, েনি করা) ➯ The baby has thrown up milk.  
🎯 Time and again ➯ (োরোর)  
🎯 To and fro ➯ (এনেক ওনেক)  
🎯 To be up and doing ➯ (উখঠ পখর িাগা)  
🎯 To bell the cat ➯ (আসি কাজ করা)  
🎯 To bring to book ➯ (সািখি আসা)  
🎯 To run a race ➯ (প্রনতখযানগতাে অংশগ্রহণ) 
🎯 To the back bone ➯ (হাখড়হাখড়)  
🎯 To the point ➯ (সনঠক)  
🎯 To the utmost ➯ (চরিসীিা অনতক্রি)  
🎯 tooth and nail ➯ (প্রাণপখণ)  
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🎯 Top to bottom ➯ (আেযপন্ত)  
🎯 toss ➯ (বকািনকছু পাওোর জিয েযনক্ত নিেভাচি করার পেনত)  
🎯 Tough cookie ➯ (গম্ভীর প্রকৃনতর)  
🎯 Try on ➯ (put on an article of clothing to see if it fits, পরীক্ষা করা) ➯I like 

this dress. Could I try it on?  
🎯 Try out ➯ (test, পরীক্ষা করা) ➯ We don’t know how the plan works till 

we’ve tried it out.  
🎯 Turn a deaf ear ➯ (কণভপাত িা করা)  
🎯 Turn after ➯ (সেৃশ হওো) ➯ The girl turns after her mother.  
🎯 Turn against ➯ (to stop or make sb stop being friendly towards sb, েনু্ধত্ব িা 
রাো) ➯ He turned against me. Mim tried to turn me against Zim.  
🎯 Turn away ➯ (refuse admittance to,  ুকখত িা বেওো) ➯ The man at the 

door turned away anybody who hadn’t an invitation card.  
                  ➯ (অিযনেখক িুে নেরািাি) ➯ The sight pained me and I turned 

away  

🎯 Turn back ➯ (নেনরখে বেওো) ➯ Don’t turn back a beggar from your door.  
🎯 Turn down ➯ (decrease the pressure, force, volume of ; কিাখিা) ➯ Turn 

down the radio.  
                  ➯ (reject, োে বেওো) ➯ He turned down our proposal.  
                  ➯ (rejected, অগ্রাহয করা) ➯ He turned down my proposal.  
                  ➯ (অগ্রাহয করা) ➯ The principal turned down our proposal.  
🎯 Turn into ➯ (change into, পনরেতভি করা) ➯ Turn this passage into English.  
                 ➯ (convert into, পনরেতভি করা) ➯ Turn the passage into English.  
🎯 Turn off ➯ (switch off, েন্ধ করা) ➯ Turn off the light.  
               ➯ (েন্ধ করা) ➯ Turn off the switch.  
               ➯ (েন্ধ করা) ➯ Please, turn off the switch.  
🎯 Turn on ➯ (switch on, চািু করা) ➯ Turn on the fan.  
                    ➯ (চািু করা) ➯ Please, turn on the switch.  
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🎯 Turn on/upon ➯ (attack suddenly, হঠাৎ আক্রিি করা) ➯ The dogs suddenly 

turned on/upon eachother.  
🎯 Turn out ➯ (be revealed, প্রনতপন্ন হখওা) ➯ He turned out to be a bad man.  
                ➯ (drive out, evict, নেতানড়ত করা) ➯ He was turned out from the 

house.  
                ➯ (proved) ➯ Your report turned out to be true.  
🎯 Turn over ➯ (উখে যাওো) ➯ The boat turned over.  
                 ➯ (উোখিা) ➯ He turned over the stone.  
                 ➯ (উোখিা) ➯ The captain left the boat, because it turned over.  
🎯 Turn tail ➯ (গুনটখে বিওো) 
🎯 Turn to ➯ (to go to sb/sth for help, advice, etc.) ➯  She has nobody she 

can turn to.  
🎯 Turn up ➯ (arrive, appear, উপনিত হওো) ➯  He has not turned up yet.  
               ➯ (increase the pressure, force, volume of ; োড়াখিা) ➯  Turn up 

the radio!  
               ➯ (হানজর হওো) ➯  The candidates turned up at the interview in 

time.) 

🎯 Under a cloud ➯ (হাখতােযি)  
🎯 Up ➯ (েৃনে পাওো)  
🎯 Ups and doing ➯ (তৎপর হওো)  
🎯 Ups and downs ➯ (উত্থাি পতি)  

🎯 Various from ➯ (পােভকয)  
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🎯 Wait on ➯ (attend on, বসো করা) ➯  She waits on/upon her mother.  
🎯 weal and woe ➯ (সুখে েুিঃখে)  
🎯 Well to do ➯ (স্বিি)  
🎯 Well up ➯ (সুপনন্ডত)  
🎯 Wipe out ➯ (destroy completely, সমূ্পণভর্াখে ধ্বংস করা) ➯  Houses have been 

wiped out.  
🎯 With a view to ➯ (উখেশয)  
🎯 Without delay ➯ (অিনতনেিখম্ব)  
🎯 Without fail ➯ (অেশযই)  
🎯 Without issue ➯ (কারণ ছাড়া)  
🎯 Work on ➯ (continue working, কাজ চািাইো যাওো) ➯  He worked on 

throughout the night.  
🎯 Work out ➯ (solve, সিাধ্াি করা) ➯  He couldn’t work out the sum.  
                ➯ (কযভকরী হেনি) ➯  His plan did not work out well.  
🎯 Work up ➯ (excite, উখত্তনজত করা) ➯  What are you so worked up about?  
🎯 Worthy of ➯ (িূিযোি)  
🎯 Write down ➯ (write on paper, বিো) ➯  Write down the address before 

you forget it.  

🎯 Year to year ➯ (েছখরর পর েছর)  
🎯 yeoman’s service ➯ (নিিঃস্বােভ কাজ) 
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🎯 act up ➯ (behave or function improperly) I think I need to take my car to 
the mechanic because it's acting up again.  

🎯 add  up ➯ (calculate a sum) I added up the receipts and it totaled 
$135.46.  
🎯 add up ➯  (make sense) Her story doesn't add up. I think she is lying.  

🎯 add up to ➯ (equal an amount) The total expenses added up to $325.00.  

🎯 ask out ➯ (invite on a date) I can't believe that Joe finally asked me out on 
a date!  

🎯 ask over ➯ ( invite to one's home) Why don't we ask the Johnsons over for 
dinner?  

🎯 back up ➯ (give support) You need examples to back up your opinion.  

🎯 back down ➯ (stop defending your opinion in a debate) Jane never backs 
down. She always wins arguments.  

🎯 back up ➯ (move backwards, reverse) Could you back up a little so I can 
open this drawer.  

🎯 bawl out ➯ (criticize, reprimand (inf.) She bawled him out for arriving 
late.  

🎯 bear down on ➯ (Bite) The soldier had to bear down on the leather strap 
while the doctor removed a bullet from the soldier's arm.  

🎯 bear down on ➯ (take strong measures against) The U.S.A. is bearing 
down on drug traffickers.  

🎯 bear on ➯ (have to do with) This information may bear on this case.  

🎯 bear up ➯ (Withstand) I didn't think he would bear up so well in that 
situation.  

🎯 bear up under ➯ (Withstand) How did he bear up under such extreme 
pressure.  
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🎯 bear with ➯ (be patient) Please bear with me while I fill out the 
paperwork.  

🎯 blow up ➯ (make explode;destroy using) The terrorists blew the bridge up.  

🎯 blow in ➯ (visit unexpectedly (inf.) My cousin blew in unexpectedly with 
his entire family.  

🎯 blow over ➯ (pass without creating a problem) All this negative publicity 
will blow over in a couple of weeks.  

🎯 blow up ➯ (Explode) The bomb blew up before they could defuse it.  

🎯 blow up ➯ (suddenly become very angry) When Joan heard the news, she 
blew up and rushed out of the room.  

🎯 break down ➯ (analyze in detail) We need to break this problem down in 
order to solve.  

🎯 break in ➯  (wear or use something new until it is comfortable) I need to 
break these shoes in before I go hiking.  

🎯 break off ➯ (end something) Sally broke her engagement to John off. 

🎯 break up ➯ (break into pieces) I broke the cracker up into pieces and put it 
in the soup.  

🎯 break up ➯ (disperse (a crowd), stop (a fight) The police broke the 
demonstration up before it got out of control.  

🎯 break down ➯ (become mentally ill) She broke down after her husband 
died.  

🎯 break down ➯ (stop working properly) The truck broke down in the 
desert.  

🎯 break in ➯ (enter a place unlawfully) The burglar broke in between 
midnight and 3 AM.  

🎯 break in ➯ (Interrupt) While we were discussing the situation, Terri broke 
in to give her opinion.  

🎯 break in on ➯ (interrupt (a conversation) Jane broke in on the 
conversation and told us to get back to work.  

🎯 break into ➯ (enter a house unlawfully) The burglar broke into the house 
between midnight and 3 AM.  

🎯 break into ➯ (interrupt (a conversation) Jane broke into the conversation 
and told us what she knew.  

🎯 break out ➯ (use something extravagant for celebration) He broke out the 
champagne to celebrate his promotion.  
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🎯 break out ➯ (appear violently) Violent protests broke out in response to 
the military coup.  

🎯 break out of ➯ (Escape) The murderer broke out of the prison.  

🎯 break up ➯ (end a relationship) Sam and Diane broke up again. What a 
rocky relationship.  

🎯 bring  ➯ (bring with) When we go to the forest, bring your wildlife guide 
along.  

🎯 bring about ➯ (cause to happen) Democracy brought about great change 
in the lives of the people.  

🎯 bring around ➯ (change someone's mind, convince someone) She doesn't 
want to go, but we'll eventually bring her around.  

🎯 bring away ➯ (learn or gain)  

🎯 bring  off ➯ (succeed at something difficult or unexpected) You robbed the 
bank! I can't believe you brought that off.  

🎯 bring on ➯ (cause something) I can't believe she got so angry. What 
brought that on?  

🎯 bring out ➯ (highlight, stress) Your new shirt brings out the color of your 
eyes.  

🎯 bring over ➯ (bring to someone's house) When you visit me, why don't 
you bring over your son.  

🎯 bring to ➯ (revive consciousness) We used smelling salts to bring her to 
after she fainted.  

🎯 bring up ➯ (Mention) I didn't want to bring up the fact that she was 
unemployed.  

🎯 bring up ➯ (raise ( a child) Sam was brought up in South Carolina.  

🎯 brush off ➯ (ignore something or someone) 

🎯 burn down ➯ (destroy by setting fire to) The children burned the house 
down while playing with matches.  

🎯 burn  up ➯ (destroy by fire) He burnt up the files.  

🎯 burn down ➯ (burn until completely gone (building) Two buildings burnt 
down in the fire.  

🎯 burn up ➯ (be hot) I am burning up in here - open the window.  

🎯 burn up ➯ (consume by fire) The papers were burned up in the fire.  

🎯 buy out ➯ (buy the shares of a company or the shares the other person 
owns of a business) Pacific Inc. was bought out by a company from Oregon.  
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🎯 Buy up ➯ (purchase the entire supply of something) We bought up all the 
beer in the store.  

🎯 call off ➯ (cancel something) They called the picnic off because of the rain.  

🎯 call off ➯ (order to stop) (an invasion, guard dogs) He called off the dogs 
when he saw it was his neighbor.  

🎯 call up ➯ (Telephone) I called Sam up to see if he wanted to go to the 
movies.  

🎯 call for ➯ (require (as in a recipe) This recipe calls for milk, not water.  

🎯 call on ➯ (invite someone to speak in a meeting or a classroom) Professor 
Tanzer called on Tim to answer the question.  

🎯 call on ➯ (Visit) Mark called on Naomi while he was in town.  

🎯 calm down ➯ (make someone relax) You can calm the baby down by 
rocking her gently.  

🎯 care for ➯ (like someone or something) I don't care for sour cream on my 
potato.  

🎯 care for ➯  (nurse someone or something) He cared for the bird until its 
wing healed.  

🎯 carry out ➯ (complete and/or accomplish something) The secret agent 
carried out his orders exactly as planned.  

🎯 carry over ➯ (continue on a subsequent day, page, etc.) The meeting 
carried over into lunch time.  

🎯 carry on ➯ (continue (a conversation, a game) Please, carry on. I didn't 
mean to interrupt you.  

🎯 carry on about ➯ (continue in an annoying way) He kept carrying on 
about how much money he makes.  

🎯 carry on with ➯ (Continue) I want you to carry on with the project while I 
am out of town.  

🎯 catch on ➯ (slowly start to understand (inf.) He caught on after a few 
minutes.  

🎯 catch up ➯ ( make up for lost time) I will never catch up. I am too behind 
in my work.  
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🎯 catch up on ➯ (become up-to-date) I need to catch up on world events. I 
haven't seen the news in ages.  

🎯 catch up with ➯ (speed up to be at the same place as a person or thing in 
front of you) I had to run to catch up with the others.  

🎯 check off ➯ (make a mark next to) (an item on a list) Check each name off 
the list. 

🎯 check out ➯ (investigate, take a look at) He checked out the new 
restaurant down the street.  

🎯 check over ➯ (closely examine the condition of something) He checked 
over the old car to see if it was worth buying.  

🎯 check through ➯ (send luggage through) (to a destination) Your luggage 
will be checked through to Paris.  

🎯 check back ➯ (return to see if everything is OK) We will check back 
tomorrow to make sure the project is finished.  

🎯 check by ➯ (go to a place to see if everything is OK) We need to check by 
the office to see if the documents are ready.  

🎯 check for ➯ (try to find) They checked for termites before they bought the 
house.  

🎯 check in ➯ (enter a hospital, hotel etc.) They need to check in before noon.  

🎯 check into ➯ ( enter a hospital, hotel etc.) They checked into the hotel at 
11:00 AM.  

🎯 check into ➯ (investigate, look for) (often through a service)) We are 
checking into discount flights to London.  

🎯 check on ➯ (make sure something is OK) Let's check on the baby again 
before we go to sleep.  

🎯 check out ➯ (leave a hotel, hospital) It's already eleven. We need to check 
out.  

🎯 check out of ➯ (leave a hotel, hospital) We checked out of the hotel before 
ten.  

🎯 check up on ➯ (investigate someone or something) The police are 
checking up on the bomb threats.  

🎯 check with ➯ (ask a person for confirmation) He needs to check with his 
parents before he goes.  

🎯 cheer up ➯ (make someone feel cheerful) The party really cheered me up.  

🎯 cheer up ➯ (become cheerful) Cheer up. Everything will be all right.  
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🎯 chew up ➯ (chew into small pieces) The dog chewed up my shoe.  

🎯 chop down ➯ (fell/cut ( a tree) The lumberjack chopped the tree down.  

🎯 chop up ➯ (chop/cut into small bits) He chopped the meat up into little 
pieces.  

🎯 clean up ➯ (tidy) Susan cleaned the mess up before she left.  

🎯 clear up ➯ (tidy) Susan cleared up the mess before she left.  

🎯 clear out ➯ (leave ( inf.) Everybody clear out! We're closed.  

🎯 close down ➯ (close a place permanently) The corner market closed down 
because they didn't have many customers.  

🎯 close up ➯ (close temporarily) They are closing the ski resort up for the 
summer.  

🎯 close down ➯ (close permanently) The bar was closed down because they 
served alcohol to minors.  

🎯 close in on ➯ (approach and threaten) The rebels were closing in on the 
capital, so the government called in the army. 

🎯 close up ➯ (close temporarily) The ski resort is closing up for the summer.  

🎯 come about ➯ (occur / happen) How did you idea for the book come 
about.  

🎯 come across ➯ (discover by accident) They came across some lost Mayan 
ruins in the jungle.  

🎯 come across ➯ (initially seem or have the appearance) He comes across 
as rather rude, but he isn't.  

🎯 come along ➯ (accompany someone) If you want, you can come along.  

🎯 come along ➯ (progress) How's the research paper coming along.  

🎯 come along with ➯ (accompany) Sam came along with us to the beach.  

🎯 come along with ➯ (progress) How are you coming along with the 
research paper.  

🎯 come away ➯ (leave a place with a particular feeling or impression) I 
came away from the meeting feeling like the presentation was a success.  

🎯 come back ➯ (return) What time are you coming back?  

🎯 come by ➯ (get, receive) How did you come by that new Mercedes?  

🎯 come by ➯ (visit a person at their house) I'll come by later this afternoon.  

🎯 come down with ➯ (become sick with) He came down with the flu.  

🎯 come into ➯ (inherit) He came into a large sum of money when his aunt 
died.  
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🎯 come off ➯ (fall off, break off) The handle came off the suitcase when I 
picked  

🎯 come out ➯ (appear) I didn't see the car at first. It came out of nowhere.  

🎯 come out ➯ (reveal you are homosexual) Sam finally came out last month.  

🎯 come out ➯ (turn out, end up) The pictures came out great.  

🎯 come out with ➯ (produce and distribute a product) Microsoft is coming 
out with a new video game system next month.  

🎯 come over ➯ (visit someone at their house) Why don't you come over after 
work for dinner.  

🎯 come through ➯ (do what is needed or expected) Terry really came 
through for us in the end.  

🎯 come to ➯ (regain consciousness) Don't worry! She faints all the time. She 
always comes to after a few minutes.  

🎯 come up to ➯ (approach; to equal) The job offer didn't come up to her 
expectations.  

🎯 come up with ➯ (produce or create (an idea, a plan) She came up with a 
great proposal for the new advertising campaign.  

🎯 come with ➯ (include (an accessory) The computer system doesn't come 
with a printer.  

🎯 count in ➯ (include) Did you count expenses in?  

🎯 count out ➯ (exclude) You can count James out. He hates playing poker.  

🎯 count up ➯ (add) Count the change up and see how much we have.  

🎯 count on ➯ (depend/rely on) You can really count on Sarah.  

🎯 crack down on ➯ (become tougher on, better enforce laws on) The police 
have been cracking down on drunk driving. 

🎯 crack up ➯ (laugh uncontrollably, laugh a lot) When I told the joke, they 
all cracked up.  

🎯 crack up at ➯ (laugh uncontrollably about, laugh a lot about) I cracked 
up at his joke.  

🎯 cross out ➯ (draw a line through something, eliminate) Why did you cross 
my name out on the list?  

🎯 cut off ➯ (sever with a knife) His finger was accidentally cut off in an 
industrial accident.  

🎯 cut off ➯ (interrupt someone while they were speaking) She cut him off 
before he said something he would regret later.  
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🎯 cut out ➯ (remove) He cut the bone out of the steak.  

🎯 cut out ➯ (stop an action) Cut it out! You're bothering me.  

🎯 cut up ➯ (cut into small pieces) He cut the beef up and put the pieces in 
the soup.  

🎯 cut down ➯ (decrease the amount of) You eat too much fat. You need to 
cut down.  

🎯 cut down on ➯ (decrease the amount of) You need to cut down on your fat 
intake.  

🎯 cut in ➯ (interrupt) She suddenly cut in and delivered the news  

🎯 cut in on ➯ (interrupt) She cut in on the conversation and delivered the 
news.  

🎯 die away ➯ (diminish in intensity) The applause died away after 5 
minutes.  

🎯 die down ➯ (diminish in intensity) The controversy about the president's 
affair finally died down.  

🎯 die off/out ➯ (become extinct) Whales are in danger of dying off.  

🎯 disagree with ➯ (cause to feel sick due to food or drink) Spicy food 
disagrees with me.  

🎯 do over ➯ (repeat) You made many mistakes, so I want you to do the 
report over.  

🎯 do away with ➯ (abolish) Some Americans want to do away with the 
death penalty.  

🎯 do without ➯ (manage without something one wants or needs) I couldn't 
do without a car in California.  

🎯 draw up ➯ (create (a contract) Let's draw an agreement up before we go 
any further with this project.  

🎯 dress down ➯ (reprimand se11verely) The mother dressed her son down for 
skipping school.  

🎯 dress up ➯ (decorate) You could dress this house up with some bright 
colors  
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🎯 dress down ➯ (dress casually) I am dressing down because we're going to 
a barbecue by the beach.  

🎯 dress up ➯ (wear elegant clothes) She always dresses up at work.  

🎯 drive back ➯ (repulse) The invaders were driven back by the army.  

🎯 drop in ➯ (visit someone unexpectedly) Meg dropped in yesterday after 
dinner.  

🎯 drop in on ➯ (visit someone unexpectedly) Let's drop in on Julie since 
we're driving by her house. 

🎯 drop out ➯ (quit an organized activity) Yuri isn't on the team any more. 
He dropped out.  

🎯 drop out of ➯ (quit an organized activity (school)) It's difficult to get a 
good job if you drop out of high school.  

🎯 drop over ➯ (visit someone casually) Drop over any time you feel like 
talking.  

🎯 eat up ➯ (devour) Ken ate the cookies up.  

🎯 eat away ➯ (gradually destroy, erode) The heavy rains ate away at the 
sandstone cliffs.  

🎯 eat in ➯ (eat inside the home) We usually eat in instead of going out for 
dinner.  

🎯 eat out ➯ (eat outside the home) They eat out once a week.  

🎯 face up to ➯ (acknowledge something difficult or embarrassing) I'll never 
be able to face up to my colleagues after getting so drunk last night at the 
work party.  

🎯 fall back on ➯ (be able to use in case of emergency) Yuki can fall back on 
her degree in biology if she doesn't succeed in her acting career.  

🎯 fall behind ➯ (go slower than scheduled, lag) Hurry up or you will fall 
behind!  
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🎯 fall behind in ➯ (go slower than scheduled, lag) Cheryl has missed several 
days of school and now she is falling behind in her homework.  

🎯 fall off ➯ (decrease) Interest in the project fell off when they realized it 
wouldn't be profitable.  

🎯 fall out with ➯ (have an argument with) I had a falling out with my sister 
last month and we haven't talked to each other since.  

🎯 fall through ➯ (fail to happen) Unfortunately, my trip to Indonesia fell 
through because I couldn't save enough money.  

🎯 feel up ➯ (grope) She sued her boss for sexual harassment after he felt her 
up.  

🎯 feel up to ➯ (have the energy to do something) I don't feel up to going out 
tonight because I had a long day at work.  

🎯 figure out ➯ (solve something, understand) I finally figured the joke out. 
Now I understand why everybody was laughing.  

🎯 figure up ➯ (calculate) I need to figure my expenses up before I give you 
an estimate.  

🎯 figure on ➯ (expect) Where do you figure on living when you move to the 
the U.S.A.?  

🎯 fill in ➯ (complete) Don't forget to fill in all the blanks on the application.  

🎯 fill out ➯ (complete an application) I filled out an application to rent the 
apartment last week.  

🎯 fill up ➯ (fill to the top) Fill the car up with unleaded gas, please.  

🎯 fill in ➯ (substitute) Who is going to fill in while you're gone?  

🎯 fill in for ➯ (substitute for) Miguel filled in for me at the meeting 
yesterday because I was sick.  

🎯 fill out ➯ (mature, get breasts) Now that you're filling out honey, we need 
to get you a bra.  

🎯 find out ➯ (discover) You will never find out all my secrets! 

🎯 find out ➯ (discover) Vicky's parents are going to be so mad when they 
find out she got a tattoo.  

🎯 fix up ➯ (repair, renovate, remodel) My neighbors are fixing their house 
up.  
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🎯 get across ➯ (cause to be understood) It's difficult to get humor across in 
another language.  

🎯 get off ➯ [send (a package] I finally got my sister's birthday present off 
yesterday.  

🎯 get off ➯ [remove (a spider from your shirt)] Can you get this spider off my 
shirt?  

🎯 get on ➯ [put on (clothes)] You should get your jacket on because it's 
going to be cold.  

🎯 get up ➯ [cause someone to rise (from a sitting position or a lying 
position)] Ahmed got Abdul up at 5:30 in the morning by turning the music up 
really loud.  

🎯 get ahead ➯ (make progress) I can't get ahead even though I work two 
jobs.  

🎯 get ahead of ➯ (Surpass) You need to work overtime in order to get ahead 
of schedule.  

🎯 get along ➯ (have a good relationship) Do you and your sister get along?  

🎯 get along with ➯ (have a good relationship) Giovanna doesn't get along 
with her two brothers.  

🎯 get around ➯ (avoid someone or something) Some people get around 
paying taxes by hiring a good accountant.  

🎯 get around ➯ (go many places) It's easy to get around town with public 
transportation.  

🎯 get away ➯ (Escape) The bank robbers got away.  

🎯 get away with ➯ (do something against the rules or illegal and not get 
caught or punished) My sister gets away with everything!  

🎯 get by ➯ (survive without having the things you need or want) I lost my 
job, so I am having a hard time getting by this year.  

🎯 get by on ➯ (survive with minimal resources) It's nearly impossible to get 
by on making minimum wage.  

🎯 get by with ➯ (manage with) You don't need a computer. You can get by 
with the typewriter.  
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🎯 get down to ➯ (get serious about a topic) Enough small talk. Let's get 
down to business.  

🎯 get in ➯ [enter ( a car, a small boat)] Get in the front seat. You will have 
more leg room.  

🎯 get in ➯ (Enter) Get in. I will give you a ride to school  

🎯 get off ➯ [leave (a bus, plane, train, boat)] We need to get off the bus at 
the next stop.  

🎯 get off ➯ (idiomatic phrase - How does he justify saying that?) Where does 
he get off saying that?!  

🎯 get off ➯ (Leave) It's dangerous to sit on the roof. Get off!  

🎯 get on ➯ [enter (a bus, train), mount (a horse, a bike)] Get on my bike and 
I will give you a ride home. 

🎯 get on ➯ [enter (a bus, train), mount (a horse, a bike)] The train is leaving. 
Quick, get on!  

🎯 get on ➯ (have a good relationship) Natasha doesn't get on with her co-
workers.  

🎯 get on with ➯ (continue an activity) Now that the police have left, let's get 
on with the party!  

🎯 get on with ➯ (have a good relationship) Do you get on with your 
neighbors?  

🎯 get out of ➯ [exit (a small boat, car, an enclosed area)] I fell into the water 
when I tried to get out of the canoe.  

🎯 get over ➯ [recover (a cold, a disease, an exboyfriend/ex-girlfriend)] 
Jennifer still hasn't gotten over her breakup with Peter. 

🎯 get through (with) ➯ (Finish) Have you gotten through with your 
homework yet?  

🎯 get through ➯ (complete) We will never get through all of these boxes by 
9:00 PM.  

🎯 get through ➯ (penetrate) We need a stronger drill to get through this 
wall.  

🎯 get through ➯ (penetrate) The door was jammed, so we couldn't get 
through.  

🎯 get through to ➯ (make contact) It's hard to get through to Janet because 
her telephone line is always busy.  
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🎯 get up ➯ [rise (from sitting position or a bed)] What time did you get up 
this morning?  

🎯 give away ➯ [betray (a secret)] We are having a surprise party for Susan 
next Saturday, so don't give our surprise away by acting suspicious.  

🎯 give away ➯ (give something without asking for anything in exchange) 
Why did Nancy give all of her furniture away?  

🎯 give back ➯ (return something you borrowed) When are you going to give 
that book back to your teacher?  

🎯 give out ➯ (distribute) I earn extra money by giving out brochures on the 
street.  

🎯 give up ➯ (surrender something) The police told the thief to give his gun 
up.  

🎯 give in ➯ (stop trying) Never give in! You can do it!  

🎯 give off ➯ (release (a smell, light)) That white flower gives off a beautiful 
smell.  

🎯 give out ➯ [become very tired (inf.)] I hope this car doesn't give out in the 
middle of the desert.  

🎯 give up ➯ (surrender) Never give up learning English!  

🎯 go away ➯ (Leave) I yelled at the dogs to make them go away.  

🎯 go back ➯ (Return) When are you going back to your house?  

🎯 go back on ➯ [not keep (one's word, a promise)] Don't trust him. He 
always goes back on his promises.  

🎯 go by ➯ (go past, go close to, visit quickly) We go by the coffee shop 
everyday.  

🎯 go down ➯ (Decrease) The cost of flight tickets is going down.  

🎯 go for ➯ (try to achieve) Our team is going for the gold medal in the  

🎯 go for ➯ (idiomatic phrase - I am craving pepperoni pizza.) I could go for 
pepperoni pizza.  

🎯 go in for ➯ (participate ( inf.)) Are you going to go in for soccer this year 
at school?  

🎯 go into ➯ (discuss in detail) I really don't want to go into that now.  

🎯 go off ➯ (become angry) Maria went off last night after I told her about 
losing her bike.  

🎯 go off ➯ [begin, start (used with signals, alarms, warning sounds)] The 
alarm clock went off at 6:00 AM.  
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🎯 go off ➯ (Explode) The bomb could go off at any moment.  

🎯 go off ➯ [stop (said of a machine)] The DVD player goes off automatically 
if you are not using it. 

🎯 go on ➯ (Continue) Please, go on. Don't let me interrupt you.  

🎯 go on ➯ (Happen) This place is a mess! What went on here last night?  

🎯 go on with ➯ [continue ( a plan, a conversation)] I think we should go on 
with the meeting and stop wasting time.  

🎯 go out ➯ [stop burning ( a fire)] The fire went out after three days.  

🎯 go out ➯ [take part in social activities (usually at night)] They love to go 
out every Saturday night.  

🎯 go over ➯ (Review) Do you usually go over your notes before class?  

🎯 go over ➯ (be well received, succeed) That didn't go over well.  

🎯 go through ➯ (endure; experience challenges, difficulties or traumas) She 
has gone through so much in her life.  

🎯 go through ➯ (examine in detail, study carefully) I need to have my lawyer 
go through this contract before I sign it.  

🎯 go through with ➯ (continue or proceed despite difficulties or fears) I 
have decided to go through with the operation.  

🎯 go with ➯ (accompany a person) I am going with Alejandro to the party.  

🎯 go with ➯ (have a boyfriend/girlfriend) I am going with Yuri.  

🎯 go with ➯ [match (clothing)] That shirt doesn't go with those pants.  

🎯 go without ➯ (abstain from something you want or need) A person can go 
without water for three days.  

🎯 grow under ➯ (go out of business) The restaurant went under after it lost 
its liquor license.  

🎯 grow up ➯ (Mature) Your brother needs to grow up and start thinking 
about his future.  

🎯 hand back ➯ (Return) Is the teacher going to hand back our tests today?  

🎯 hand down ➯ (give as an inheritance) When my clothes got too small for 
me as a child, I handed them down to my sister.  
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🎯 hand down ➯ (pronounce formally) The president is going to hand his 
decision down on health care tonight.  

🎯 hand in ➯ (Submit) I have to hand in an offer by March 12.  

🎯 hand out ➯ (distribute) We should hand the concert fliers out at school.  

🎯 hand over ➯ (relinquish control of) Hand your car keys over. You're too 
drunk to drive.  

🎯 hang up ➯ [suspend (clothes on a hanger)] You can hang your jacket up in 
the front closet.  

🎯 hang around ➯ [stay in a place for fun ( inf.)] Maria and Salvador usually 
hang around the beach after school.  

🎯 hang around ➯ (stay in a place for fun) Those guys just hang around all 
day.  

🎯 hang out ➯ [stay in a place for fun (inf.)] Let's go hang out at the mall 
tonight.  

🎯 hang out ➯ (stay in a place for fun) What are you doing? - - I'm just 
hanging out.  

🎯 hang up ➯ (put down the telephone receiver) Don't hang up. I'm going to 
change phones. 

🎯 have on ➯ (Wear) Do you have your hiking boots on?  

🎯 have over ➯ (invite guests to your home) Why don't we have Mr. and Mrs. 
Jones over for dinner tonight.  

🎯 hear from ➯ (receive news from  

🎯 hear of ➯ (know about something or somebody) Have you heard of 
chocolate covered ants?  

🎯 hit on ➯ (find on accident) I hit on the idea while watching the Simpsons 
show.  

🎯 hit on ➯ (flirt with) Jay's friend Marc was trying to hit on my sister last 
night.  

🎯 hold back ➯ (Restrain) The police held the demonstrators back while the 
politicians entered the building.  

🎯 hold off ➯ (Restrain) Mr. Johnson held the dog off while we crossed the 
yard.  

🎯 hold up ➯ [delay (a flight, traffic)] The accident held traffic up for an hour.  

🎯 hold up ➯ [rob (a bank, a person) with a weapon] Five men held the bank 
up yesterday.  
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🎯 hold back ➯ (not allow to advance in school) The teacher held Frank back 
a year, so he couldn't enter fifth grade.  

🎯 hold off on ➯ (Delay) We should hold off on making dinner until your 
parents arrive.  

🎯 hold on ➯ (grasp tightly) Hold on tight! The roller coaster is about to take 
off.  

🎯 hold on ➯ (tell someone to wait on the telephone) Hold on a minute. I'll 
get Carol.  

🎯 hold on to ➯ (grasp tightly) Make sure you hold on to the hand rail as you 
walk down the stairs.  

🎯 hold out ➯ (not give in, continue to resist) Stop holding out and tell us 
where you found all of these old records.  

🎯 hold out against ➯ (not give in, resist) They held out against enemy 
attack.  

🎯 hook up ➯ (make the electrical connections required for a machine or 
information service) Can you hook up the fax machine for me?  

🎯 iron out ➯ (eliminate) We need to have a meeting this week in order to 
iron out the distribution problems.  

🎯 jack up ➯ (to raise) We need to jack up the car before we change the tire.  

🎯 joke around ➯ (to be humorous) Mike is always joking around at work.  

🎯 jump in ➯ (enter a conversation) Feel free to jump in at any moment while 
we are talking.  

🎯 jump to ➯ (make a quick, poorly thought out decision) You shouldn't 
jump to conclusions.  
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🎯 keep around ➯ (have handy, have accessible) I always keep a dictionary 
around to translate new words.  

🎯 keep away ➯ (prevent access to, hold back) Keep the kids away from the 
cookies.  

🎯 keep back ➯ (maintain a safe distance, cause to maintain a safe distance) 
Keep back! The burning building is about to collapse. 

🎯 keep down ➯ (not vomit, not throw up, keep in one's stomach) If I ate 
that, I down know if I could keep it down.  

🎯 keep in ➯ (keep in a particular place, have something in a specific 
location) When I am not using it, I keep my passport in this drawer.  

🎯 keep off ➯ (prevent from stepping or climbing on to something) Keep the 
cat off the couch.  

🎯 keep out ➯ (prevent from entering) Keep the dog out of the garden; he 
keeps digging up the flowers.  

🎯 keep over ➯ (cover something with, put something above) I keep a tarp 
over my bicycle at night to prevent it from getting wet.  

🎯 keep up ➯ (continue) You are doing a great job! Keep it up.  

🎯 keep at ➯ (not give up (an activity), to persevere) You should keep at your 
studies.  

🎯 keep on ➯ (Continue) He kept on talking after everybody asked him to 
stop.  

🎯 keep to ➯ [continue, persist in (an activity)] Everybody said she would 
never finish the puzzle, but she kept to it until it was done.  

🎯 keep up ➯ (stay on the required schedule) You have to keep up if you want 
to work here.  

🎯 keep up with ➯ (stay on schedule with  

🎯 kick back ➯ [sit or lie back (to relax)] After work, I like to kick back in 
front of the TV and relax.  

🎯 kick in ➯ (begin taking effect) The medicine takes one hour to kick in.  
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🎯 lay off ➯ [suspend someone from a job (during a slow period)] The 
company was losing money, so they had to lay off 100 workers.  

🎯 lay out ➯ (Arrange) Why don't we lay the pieces of the table out before we 
put it together.  

🎯 lay away ➯ (save for the future) Why don't you lay away your wedding 
outfit?  

🎯 lay down ➯ [establish (laws, rules)] Lori lays down the law in her class. 
English only!  

🎯 lay in on ➯ (scold or criticize severely) My mom really laid in on me when 
I got home at 4:00 in the morning last night.  

🎯 lay into ➯ (scold or criticize severely) I saw Reto's mom lay into him when 
he came home late last night.  

🎯 leave out ➯ (not include, omit) Why did your parents leave you out of 
their  

🎯 let down ➯ (disappoint) I felt let down when I didn't receive a birthday 
card from my sister.  

🎯 let down ➯ [lengthen (pants in sewing)] My uncle is a tailor, so he can let 
your pants down.  

🎯 let out ➯ [make bigger (in sewing)] I need to let out this skirt because I 
have gained weight.  

🎯 let out ➯ (release) I am happy my brother was let out of prison early.  

🎯 let up ➯ (weaken in intensity) I told her NO a thousand times, but she 
won't let up.  

🎯 lie down ➯ (rest, recline) I need to lie down before we go out tonight. 

🎯 lie down on ➯ (rest, recline ( on a couch, bed)) I'm going to lie down on 
the sofa for a while.  

🎯 lie with ➯ (be decided by) Whether or not you can go to the party lies with 
your father.  

🎯 light up ➯ (illuminate) Let's get some candles to light this room up.  

🎯 light up ➯ (to smoke) Do you have to light up another cigarette? I thought 
you were trying to cut down.  
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🎯 live down ➯ (live in a way that a shameful or embarrassing event is 
forgotten) Jose will never live down singing that song at the karaoke bar.  

🎯 live on ➯ (survive from) I could live on bread and cheese.  

🎯 live up to ➯ (keep a standard) It would be hard to live up to her parent's 
expectations. They are so demanding.  

🎯 look over ➯ (examine, review) When I'm camping, I look my shoes over 
before I put them on.  

🎯 look up ➯ (locate and visit) If you ever travel to California, you should 
look me up.  

🎯 look up ➯ [search for (in a dictionary)] I takes time to look up new 
vocabulary words.  

🎯 look after ➯[ ( take care of (a child, a house, a pet)] When my sister goes 
on vacation, I look after her dog.  

🎯 look back on ➯ (to remember nostalgically) When I look back on my 
childhood, I often feel angry.  

🎯 look down on ➯ (see as inferior) She's so conceited. She looks down on 
everybody else.  

🎯 look for ➯ (to seek or search for) I'm looking for my keys. Have you seen 
them?  

🎯 look forward to ➯ (anticipate with pleasure) I am looking forward to 
traveling to New York next year.  

🎯 look into ➯ (investigate) The police are looking into the murder.  

🎯 look on ➯ (observe as a spectator) Everybody just looked on as the two 
men fought.  

🎯 look out ➯ (be careful, pay attention, heed a certain danger) Look out, 
there's a black widow spider on the wall.  

🎯 look up to ➯ (respect, admire someone) He looks up to his father.  

🎯 make out ➯ (write a check or other document) Who should I make this 
check out to?  

🎯 make out ➯ (Decipher) I can't make out your handwriting. What does this 
say?  
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🎯 make over ➯ (do again) The teacher made me do my homework over.  

🎯 make up ➯ (complete what was missed) Fortunately, my professor let me 
make up the exam I missed yesterday.  

🎯 make up ➯ [invent ( a story)] Don't believe anything she says. She always 
makes things up.  

🎯 make up ➯ (put on cosmetics) I takes me 10 minutes to make my face up.  

🎯 make out ➯ (kiss passionately) I saw Benno and Isabelle making out in 
the movie theater last night!  

🎯 make out ➯ (Progress) How is your son making out in his new job? 

🎯 make out ➯ (Succeed) He really made out in the stock market last year.  

🎯 make out with ➯ (kiss someone passionately) Did you make out with 
Sally?  

🎯 make up ➯ (reconcile) You two have been friends for so long that I think 
you should make up.  

🎯 make up for ➯ (compensate for) Allen made up for being late by getting 
me flowers.  

🎯 mix up ➯ (blend) We need to mix up these different kinds of nuts before we 
put them in a bowl.  

🎯 mix up ➯ (confuse) I sometimes mix the verb tenses up.  

🎯 mix up ➯ (make lively (a party) Let's mix up this party with a little disco 
music.  

🎯 name after ➯ (name a child using another family member's name) I was 
named after my grandfather.  

🎯 nod off ➯ (fall asleep The movie was so boring that) I nodded off before it 
was finished.  

🎯 nose around ➯ (sneak around) I hate it when my mother noses around my 
room.  
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🎯 occur to ➯ (pop into one's mind, come to one's mind) It didn't occur to us 
that we had left the iron on.  

🎯 open up ➯ (share feelings) I'm glad that John feels comfortable enough 
around me to open up.  

🎯 out to verb ➯ (try to) She is out to get revenge now that her husband left 
her for another woman.  

🎯 pan out ➯  be successful, turn out well) The trip to Vegas didn't pan out.  

🎯 pass off ➯ (try to convince someone that something is real) He tried to 
pass the fake watch off as a real Rolex.  

🎯 pass on ➯ (transmit) Please pass this message on to your co-workers.  

🎯 pass out ➯ (Distribute) We need to pass out these flyers for the concert 
tomorrow.  

🎯 pass up ➯ (not take advantage (of an opportunity)] I can't believe she 
passed up the opportunity to study in Rome.  

🎯 pass away ➯ (die) After battling cancer for several years, he finally passed 
away at the age of 87.  

🎯 pass on ➯ (not accept (an invitation to eat or do something)] Jennifer 
passed on the invitation to join us for dinner.  

🎯 pass on ➯ (Die) I am afraid Professor Johnson has passed on.  

🎯 pass out ➯ (become unconscious) He passed out because the room was 
too hot.  

🎯 pay back ➯ (Repay) If I loan you money, will you pay me back.  

🎯 pay off ➯ (complete payment on a debt) It took me ten years to pay off my 
credit card debt.  

🎯 pay off ➯ (to bribe) Don't try to pay the police officer off if you get pulled 
over for speeding.  

🎯 pick out ➯ (choose) Diane picked out a lovely dress for the dance. 
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🎯 pick up ➯ (come and get someone in a car) What time are you going to 
pick me up.  

🎯 pick up ➯ (learn something without effort) It's possible to pick up enough 
English in two weeks to get by on your trip to Los Angeles.  

🎯 pick up ➯ (to lift an object with the hands) Keep your back straight when 
you lift the TV up.  

🎯 pick up ➯ (try to initiate a relationship with someone) (often in a bar) 
Some weird guy tried to pick Patricia up at the bar.  

🎯 pick on ➯ (to tease, bully) She keeps picking on me! Make her stop.  

🎯 pick up ➯ (grow, increase (inf.) Business is really picking up this quarter.  

🎯 play down ➯ (make less important (inf.) The President played down his 
affair with the intern.  

🎯 play up ➯ (highlight something) (inf.) She played up her part in the new 
movie, but it was actually a very small role.  

🎯 play up to ➯ (flatter someone for your personal advantage) She has been 
playing up to the boss because she wants a promotion.  

🎯 point out ➯ (indicate) I'd like to point out that figures in column two 
might be outdated.  

🎯 pull down ➯ (earn) He pulls down about $300,000 a year.  

🎯 pull in ➯ (park a vehicle) Mark pulled in too quickly and crashed into the 
wall.  

🎯 pull out ➯ (depart a vehicle) Our train pulls out at 8:00, so don't be late.  

🎯 pull through ➯ (barely survive) I didn't think she was going to make it, 
but she pulled through in the end.  

🎯 put across ➯ [communicate (an idea or suggestion)] clearly so that it is 
understood I thought Ms. Smith put her ideas across rather clearly in the 
meeting.  

🎯 put away ➯ (return to the proper place of storage) I told you kids to put 
your toys away.  

🎯 put down ➯ (insult, say bad things about) She always puts down people 
who don't share her opinions.  

🎯 put off ➯ (postpone) Don't put off your work - do it now!  

🎯 put on ➯ (deceive) I didn't believe a thing he said. I think he was putting 
me on.  

🎯 put on ➯ (wear) Make sure you put on a sweater before you go outside.  
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🎯 put out ➯ [extinguish (a fire] Don't use water to put out a grease fire.  

🎯 put out ➯ (inconvenience someone) I don't want to put you out, but could 
you pick me up at the airport.  

🎯 put up ➯ (have a guest stay in your house for a short time) Can you put 
me up while I'm in town.  

🎯 put in ➯ (officially submit a request) (in the armed forces or public 
services) He put in for a transfer to the division in Los Angeles.  

🎯 put out ➯ [spend (usually used with unreasonably large sums of money] I 
can't put out that much money each month.  

🎯 put up with ➯ (tolerate) Sandy will not put up with smoking in her house.  

🎯 quiet down ➯ (be quiet, or cause to be quiet The neighbors told us to quiet 
down last night or they would call the police. 

🎯 read up on ➯ (research a topic for a reason) I need to read up on the 
company before I go on the job interview.  

🎯 ring up ➯ ( telephone) Jack rung me up last night at 3:00 in the morning.  

🎯 rule out ➯ (eliminate) I wouldn't rule out the possibility of moving to 
another country if I get a good job offer.  

🎯 run down ➯ (criticize) My boss runs everyone down.  

🎯 run down ➯ (hit with a car) My dog was run down by a bus.  

🎯 run down ➯ (trace) Have you run down those phone numbers I asked for 
last week?  

🎯 run off ➯ (make leave) The new government is trying to run the drug 
traffickers off.  

🎯 run off ➯ [reproduce (photocopies] Would you mind running off 10 copies 
of this document for me?  

🎯 run across ➯ (find or meet unexpectedly) I ran across some old photos 
while I was cleaning my house.  
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🎯 run against ➯ (compete in an election) Gore ran against Bush in the 2000 
elections in the U.S.A.  

🎯 run away ➯ (leave home permanently before you are a legal adult) The 
child ran away because her parents beat her.  

🎯 run away from ➯ (escape from) The child ran away from its parents.  

🎯 run down ➯ (loose power, be very tired) You need to wind your watch so it 
doesn't run down.  

🎯 run for ➯ (campaign for a government position) Gore is running for 
president of the U.S.A.  

🎯 run into ➯ (meet unexpectedly I ran into my) English teacher at the 
movies last night. She's so nice!  

🎯 run off ➯ (leave quickly) Why did you run off after the party?  

🎯 run off ➯ (waste water) You shouldn't swim where the sewage runs off into 
the ocean.  

🎯 run out of ➯ (not have any more of something) We ran out of milk this 
morning, so we need to go to the store. 

🎯 save up ➯ (accumulate (money) I hope I will be able to save up enough 
money to go to school.  

🎯 see off ➯ [say good-bye to someone at the beginning of their trip (at the 
airport, train station] Did you see your sister off at the train station?  

🎯 see through ➯ (finish something despite difficulties) Are you going to be 
able to see your studies through now that you have a baby?  

🎯 see about ➯ (arrange or consider something) My dad said he was going to 
see about buying me a car.  

🎯 see to ➯ (make sure something happens, arrange) I'll see to it that Mr. 
Ramirez gets your message.  

🎯 sell out ➯ (tell on someone) My partner in crime sold me out for a reduced 
jail sentence.  

🎯 set up ➯ (arrange a relationship) My mom set me up with her friend's son. 

🎯 set up ➯ (falsely incriminate a person) I don't think he killed those men. 
Somebody set him up.  
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🎯 set up ➯ [arrange (an appointment, a meeting,etc.] I set up an 
appointment with my doctor at 3:30 this afternoon.  

🎯 settle on ➯ [make a decision after a period of time] I settled on the job at 
the oil company.  

🎯 settle up ➯ (pay one's debts) We need to settle up before you move.  

🎯 show off ➯ (show to everybody with a lot of pride) He always shows off his 
new things.  

🎯 show up ➯ (make someone seem inferior) He's always trying to show up 
his co-workers in order to get ahead.  

🎯 show off ➯ (boast, draw attention to oneself) Young boys show off in order 
to impress girls.  

🎯 show up ➯ (arrive without previous notice) I hadn't seen my cousin for 
years, and all of a sudden, he showed up at my workplace yesterday!  

🎯 shut off ➯ (stop from functioning) If you don't pay your electric bill, your 
power is going to get shut off.  

🎯 shut up ➯ (make quiet Would someone shut him up!) He's talking so 
loudly that we're going to get in trouble.  

🎯 slow down ➯ (make move more slowly) Because Mary's level in English is 
lower than the rest of the students, she slows the class down.  

🎯 slow up ➯ (make move more slowly) Because Mary's level in English is 
lower than the rest of the students, she slows the class up.  

🎯 spell out ➯ (to explain something in a detailed way so that the meaning is 
clearly understood) He's so stupid that you have to spell everything our for 
him.  

🎯 stand up ➯ [not arrive to a date or an appointment (inf.] I arranged to 
meet Joe at the library at 8:00, but he stood me up. I hope he has a good 
excuse.  

🎯 stand by ➯ (wait) I need you to stand by and answer the phone when my 
broker calls.  

🎯 stand for ➯ (represent) SCUBA stands for "self contained underwater 
breathing apparatus."  

🎯 stand for ➯ (tolerate) I won't stand for people criticizing me.  

🎯 stand out ➯  be very noticeable) Soledad is so beautiful! She really stands 
out in a crowd.  

🎯 stand up for ➯ [defend (something one believes in] Every individual must 
stand up for what they believe in.  
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🎯 stand up to ➯ (defend oneself against someone or something) I think you 
should stand up to your older brother and tell him to stop pushing you around.  

🎯 stay over ➯ (spend the night at a person's house) It takes you so long to 
take the bus home, so why don't you just stay over?  

🎯 stick it to ➯ [severely criticize a person (inf.] My boss really stuck it to me 
when I arrived late to work for the third time this week.  

🎯 stick to ➯ (persevere, keep trying) Even though English is a hard language 
to master, you must stick to it!  

🎯 stick up for ➯ (defend oneself or opinions) Joseph joined the army because 
he believes he must stick up for his country. 

🎯 take away ➯ (remove, seize or capture) The soldiers took the captives 
away.  

🎯 take back ➯ (retract something you said) I demand that you take back 
what you said.  

🎯 take back ➯ (return an item to a store) The dress my grandmother bought 
for me didn't fit, so I took it back and exchanged it for a pair of pants.  

🎯 take down ➯ [remove (from a high place] The city government made the 
shop take down their bright, neon sign.  

🎯 take down ➯ (write down what is said) Would you mind taking down my 
messages while I am on vacation?  

🎯 take for ➯ (consider, view as) Do you take me for an idiot?  

🎯 take in ➯ (deceive a person) He was taken in by the con artist.  

🎯 take in ➯ (learning) Are you taking in all of these phrasal verbs?  

🎯 take in ➯ (make smaller when sewing) I lost weight, so I need to take some 
of my skirts to the tailor to have them taken in.  

🎯 take off ➯ (leave work or school for a period of time) I was sick last week, 
so I took a few days off of work.  

🎯 take off ➯ (remove In many cultures) it is appropriate to take off your 
shoes when entering a house.  

🎯 take off ➯ (when a plane or rocket leaves the ground) My stomach felt 
funny when the plane took off.  
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🎯 take out ➯ [accompany a person on a date (for dinner, the movies] I can't 
meet you tonight because I am taking Fernanda out to dinner.  

🎯 take over ➯ (take control of) Who is going to take over the family 
business when Aretha's father dies?  

🎯 take up ➯ (begin a new hobby) Have you taken up any new hobbies since 
you moved here?  

🎯 take up ➯ (discuss (at a later date) We should take this issue up in the 
meeting tomorrow.  

🎯 take up ➯ (shorten a garment when sewing) This dress is too long, I am 
going to take it up.  

🎯 take after ➯ (resemble a parent or relative) I take after my father. Who do 
you take after?  

🎯 take off ➯ (leave) We took off after dinner.  

🎯 take on ➯ [accept (responsibilities, work] She has taken on too much 
responsibility in this project.  

🎯 take over ➯ (take control of) If the President is assassinated, the 
Vicepresident will take over.  

🎯 take up ➯ (occupy space) This couch takes up too much space in the living 
room.  

🎯 talk over ➯ (discuss) I hope my parents talk their relationship problems 
over before they get divorced.  

🎯 talk back ➯ (respond in an impolite way to an adult) Don't talk back!  

🎯 talk back to ➯ (respond in an impolite way to an adult) Children should 
not talk back to their parents.  

🎯 tear down ➯ (destroy) The county decided to tear down the dilapidated 
school and build a new one. 

🎯 tear up ➯ (tear or rip into small pieces) I always tear up my personal 
papers before I throw them out.  

🎯 tell off ➯ [criticize a person severely, reprimand (inf.] Carolina told me off 
when she found out I was gossiping about her date with Martin.  

🎯 tell on ➯ (report a crime to the police or bad behavior to a parent) Every 
time I did something wrong when I was a child, my sister would tell on me.  

🎯 think over ➯ (consider) Think over the offer before you sign the contract.  

🎯 think through ➯ (consider carefully) You need to think this through 
carefully before you make a decision.  
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🎯 think up ➯ (create or invent a false story) I need to think up an excuse for 
not going to her party.  

🎯 throw away ➯ (discard) Don't throw away those bottles; we can recycle 
them.  

🎯 throw out ➯ (discard) I asked him not to throw out the Sunday newspaper 
because I wanted to save an article.  

🎯 throw out ➯ [remove by force from (a room, school, a house, etc.] Mary 
threw out her roommate because she stopped paying rent.  

🎯 throw up ➯ (vomit) If you drink too much alcohol, you might throw up.  

🎯 tie up ➯ (tie securely) When we dock, make sure you tie the boat up.  

🎯 tire out ➯ (cause someone to be very tired) Speaking English all day tires 
me out.  

🎯 touch up ➯ (make the final improvements) We didn't paint the whole 
kitchen, we just touched up the cabinets.  

🎯 touch on ➯ (talk about for a short time) The presidential candidates 
touched on the subject of health care during the debates.  

🎯 try on ➯ (put on to make sure a piece of clothing fits) Try on the pants 
before you buy them.  

🎯 try out ➯ (test) Try out this massage chair - it feels great!  

🎯 turn around ➯ (change or reverse direction) Turn the car around and go 
back home.  

🎯 turn away ➯ (refuse to deal with or give service) They turned us away at 
the border because we didn't have visas.  

🎯 turn down ➯ (lower the volume or intensity of a TV, radio, or other 
machine) I'm studying! Please turn down the TV.  

🎯 turn down ➯ (refuse an offer; reject an application) She turned down the 
new job in New York, because she didn't want to move.  

🎯 turn in ➯ (submit) You need to turn your essays in next week.  

🎯 turn off ➯ (stop) the function of  

🎯 turn on ➯ (start the function of a TV, a radio, a machine Turn on the TV.) 
The baseball game starts in a few minutes.  

🎯 turn on ➯ (cause to be excited sexually) Scientists have discovered that 
the smell of cinnamon turns many people on.  

🎯 turn out ➯ (produce) The weavers can turn out two or three rugs a month.  

🎯 turn out ➯ ( switch off a light) Turn out the light before you go to bed. 
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🎯 turn over ➯ [give to authorities (said of evidence or stolen / lost property] 
They turned the wallet over to the police.  

🎯 turn up ➯ (increase the volume or intensity of a TV, radio, or other 
machine) Turn up the TV. I can't hear what they're saying.  

🎯 turn in ➯ [go to bed (inf.] It's getting late. I think it is about time to turn 
in.  

🎯 turn into ➯ (become something different, transform) When she kissed the 
frog, it turned into a handsome prince.  

🎯 turn on ➯ (attack unexpectedly) The pit bull suddenly turned on the small 
child.  

🎯 turn out ➯ (audience members to a function) Over 100,000 people turned 
out for the concert.  

🎯 turn out ➯ (end up being) She turned out to be the murderer after all.  

🎯 turn up ➯ (find unexpectedly) My keys turned up in the bedroom.  

🎯 use up ➯ (use all of something) I used up all of the soap, so we need to buy 
some more.  

🎯 veer away from ➯ (stay away from, avoid) I veer away from the same old 
summer blockbuster films

🎯 wait on ➯ (serve, service (a table) Each waitress waits on three different 
tables in the restaurant.  

🎯 wait up ➯ (not sleep because you are waiting for something or someone) 
Don't wait up.  

🎯 wait up for ➯ (not sleep because you are waiting for someone or 
something) Let's wait up for Mary to see how her date went.  
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🎯 wake up ➯ (awaken someone) The car alarm woke me up at 6:00 in the 
morning.  

🎯 wake up ➯ (awaken Wake up.) It's time to get ready for work.  

🎯 wash up ➯ (clean If we work together) we can wash the kitchen up in a few 
minutes.  

🎯 wash up ➯ (clean oneself) Make sure you wash up before dinner.  

🎯 watch out ➯ (be careful) Watch out - there's a rattlesnake!  

🎯 watch out for ➯ (be careful of) Watch out for snakes while you are hiking 
in the desert.  

🎯 wear out ➯ (cause to be very tired) Her three kids wore me out.  

🎯 wear out ➯ (use until something is not useable anymore) If you wear the 
same shoes everyday, you'll wear them out.  

🎯 wear off ➯ (disappear after a period of time) The affects of the medicine 
will wear off after a few hours.  

🎯 wind up ➯ (cause an animal or a child to behave wildly) The kids always 
get wound up when Uncle Henry comes over.  

🎯 wind up ➯ (tighten the spring of a watch or similar machine) He wound 
up the toy dog and set it on the floor.  

🎯 wind up ➯ (finish (inf.) If he doesn't get his act together, he is going to 
wind up in jail.  

🎯 wipe out ➯ (massacre or destroy) The tidal wave wiped out the small 
fishing village.  

🎯 wipe out ➯ (cause to be very tired After surfing all day) I was completely 
wiped out. 

🎯 work out ➯ (solve) I hope you two can work out your problems.  

🎯 work out ➯ (be successful) I am glad your new catering business is 
working out.  

🎯 work out ➯ (exercise) I work out three times a week at the fitness center.  

🎯 write down ➯ (record) Write down the directions so you don't forget 
them.  

🎯 write out ➯ (write down every word or letter) He wrote out the lyrics so I 
could understand what the singer was saying.  

🎯 write up ➯ (prepare a report) He wrote up a business proposal in order to 
get a loan.  
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🎯 yak on ➯  [to continue talking in an annoying way ("on" can be repeated 
for emphasis)] He just yakked on and on and on.  

🎯 yak on about ➯ (to continue talking in an annoying way about something 
("on" can be repeated for emphasis)] She just yakked on and on about her 
husband's new job.  

🎯 yammer on ➯ (to talk in an annoying way or complain ("on" can be 
repeated for emphasis)] They yammered on and on and on.  

🎯 yammer on about ➯ (to talk in an annoying way about something or 
complain about ("on" can be repeated for emphasis)] He just yammered on 
and on about how horrible the waiter was.  

🎯 zero in on ➯ (discover, pinpoint) I think I have zeroed in on what has been 
causing the problem.  

🎯 zip around ➯ (move quickly from place to place) I zipped around town 
after work today.  

🎯 zone out ➯ (stop paying attention) He zoned out during class.  

🎯 zonk out ➯ ( fall asleep Jill was so exhausted after taking) the TOEFL test 
that she zonked out before dinner.  

🎯 zoom in ➯ (Focus) You need a telephoto lens to zoom in.  

🎯 zoom in on ➯ (focus on something, pinpoint She zoomed in on his face 
while taking the picture. 
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